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“A wise man makes his own decisions, but an ignorant
man mindlessly follows the crowd.”
~ Chinese Proverb

We  live  in  a  world  of  lies,  deceit,  propaganda,  staged
narratives, and because this deceit has been widely accepted
by  the  crowd,  mass  ignorance  has  been  the  result.  This
universal ignorance cannot be blamed solely on government,
indoctrination centers called ‘public’ schools, politicians,
or the media, except that these entities do advance every form
of lie possible in order to fool the people into accepting
storied fables leading them toward slavery. And as should be
obvious  at  this  stage  of  the  game,  the  people  have  been
thoroughly fooled, and have swallowed hook, line, and sinker,
every bald-faced lie imaginable. The result sought and gained
by the state, can be evidenced by the total submission and
gross obedience to this heinous and politicized ruling class
of psychopathic monsters.

This disease called ignorance, now consumes the minds of most
all  of  this  population,  and  is  eating  away  entirely  the
ability to consider fact, to realize truth, to practice logic,
to  reason,  and  to  muster  any  ability  whatsoever  to  think
critically as an individual. This state of being has been the
common thread of this and other populations for a long time,
but the complete lie of a fake disease called ‘covid,’ has
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exposed that mass ignorance is not only alive and well, but
has infected almost to a man, this entire society and the
world. There is no proven disease called ‘covid,’ there is no
real scientific proof of ‘covid’ or any ‘virus’ whatsoever,
but regardless of this truth, the whole world has fallen to
its knees in a display of mass and pathetic gullibility so
outrageous as to be insulting to any thinking individual.

This all comes down to the very unscientific false belief in
germ theory, and the complete negation of terrain theory; a
mistake of epoch proportion. There is no reason for one versus
the other, but only the honest assessment of reality that is
the human body. Even Louis Pasteur, the so-called father of
germ theory idiocy, is said to have admitted on his death bed
that the “pathogen is nothing, the terrain is everything.” But
to this day, real medicine is ignored in favor of very harmful
prescription drugs sold by huge pharmaceutical companies, and
surgery, as the only ‘legitimate’ treatment for any illness.
Not prevention or cure mind you, but constant and forever
treatment  and  death;  treatment  that  brings  hundreds  of
billions of dollars each year to what is now mistakenly called
modern  medicine  and  ‘health  care’  administered  by  state
whores.

Considering just the past three years, the fundamental issue
should focus on whether or not this so-called ‘covid’ virus
even  exists,  and  once  it  is  established  that  no  valid
scientific procedures have been accomplished to prove without
a doubt that this virus actually exists, then it is imperative
to discuss the claim that any virus exists, as none have ever
been properly isolated or identified. It is also important to
scrutinize all those who profit at extreme levels due to the
lie of ‘covid.’ Some of those would include the entirety of
the  medical  field,  the  pharmaceutical  companies,  the
politicians and all the ruling class who desire control, the
large  corporations  who  gain  more  monopoly  due  to  the
purposeful destruction of the lower and middle class economic



capabilities, and the owners of everything by the big banks
and investment houses that gain trillions due to the massive
money printing based on this ‘covid’ lie.

There are still many who claim both sides of this argument,
and that has helped greatly the expansion of the lies, because
what might be people who would normally question the state
narrative, have become supporters of that same narrative. This
is very confusing to those people who have placed their trust
in  these  hypocrites  who  are  either  acting  as  controlled
opposition purposely, or actually are ignorant of the obvious
truth. These people are certainly contradicting themselves,
whether they are doing so intentionally or not. Many of those
taking what is considered a ‘libertarian’ approach, are simply
agreeing to both sides of the argument by claiming that ‘SARS-
CoV-2 (‘covid-19’) is real and is a virus, and a massive
threat to humanity. They are agreeing with the state’s false
narrative, and at the same time, claiming to be against the
bio-weapon ‘vaccine’ injection. You know who these people are,
but do you doubt their pretended sincerity? I think, at least
in most cases, you do not. This is just a recipe for more
confusion, and confusion leads right back to ignorance.

The so-called ‘science’ that advocates perpetual treatment,
perpetual ‘vaccines,’ and perpetual wealth building for its
drug pushers, is the quackery labeled virology. Of course, as
one might expect, this is the ‘science’ of viruses, but since
no  virus  in  history  has  ever  once  been  separated,  fully
isolated, or identified, how can such a ‘science’ exist? If
there are no viruses, how can there be virology?  One might
also ask; if there is no direct threat, how can there be
legitimate medical war against the people? In both cases,
there is no legitimacy in virology or a ‘health war,’ but
there is a valid and justifiable argument that virology is
also a war against us; a war on humanity, because it is used
to simply enrich the perpetrators of this fraud, to poison the
masses, and to gain power and control over all.



The ‘covid’ and ‘vaccine’ frauds have been largely exposed,
although the mainstream, and those in the alternative media as
well, who continue to push the lie that ‘covid’ is real, was
produced in a lab, and accidentally or purposely released on
the world, are losing ground. Their next obvious move was to
create the lie of variants; variants that came from a non-
existent virus, and would be the next killer. This required
even more poisonous injections, and ‘vaccine’ boosters. But
these threats never panned out of course, so other threats
were invented, such as the staged war in Ukraine, the lie of
manmade  ‘climate  change,’  and  then  the  threat  of  nuclear
annihilation. Now, the tide has turned back to yet another
falsely claimed dangerous ‘viral disease’ called respiratory
syncytial virus, or RSV; a so-called sickness that is similar
to a mild cold, but according to the drug-dealing medical
establishment, it requires yet another killer ‘vaccine.’ The
first  toxic  ‘vaccine’  used  to  ‘combat’  this  same  claimed
affliction, was actually used and sickened and killed children
in  the  1960s  who  were  said  to  have  the  very  same  RSV
‘sickness.’ You just can’t make up this degree of lunacy.

There is a massive amount of evidence available to discount
virology and to completely expose the ridiculous notion of
germ theory, but changing the minds of the entire population
after  many  generations  of  lies  and  brainwashing,  is  a
difficult task to accomplish. It requires individual thinking
and scrutiny of the atrocious state ‘medical’ policy that has
consumed the public. One only has to understand who gains from
the fraud,  and which corporations and individuals control the
medical field, in order to awaken to the fact that powerful
criminal elements are involved.

As the never-ending idiocy of virology continues to rule the
day, the Pfizer chief crows and brags to investors that the
‘covid’  fraud  will  continue  to  be  a  multi-billion  dollar
franchise for many years to come; and expects massive profits
to continue. This is the thought process of those who profit



from  the  false  flag  ‘virus’  fearmongering  who  desire  to
destroy humanity for money, power, and control; this as they
increase the price of this poisonous bio-weapon injection  by
astronomical amounts, all the while knowing of the deadly harm
caused by this toxic killer.

Open your minds, do your own research, understand the horror
of  the  U.S.  medical  establishment  and  its  pharmaceutical
masters,  and  take  proper  care  of  your  health  instead  of
allowing  the  criminal  system  to  harm  you.  Turn  away  from
Pfizer, Moderna, AstraZeneca and all the other drug-dealing
pharmaceutical companies, take responsibility for yourselves
and your own health instead of relying on the evil state
narratives that are only lies. Do not accept ignorance as the
fall-back position; and instead inform yourselves about the
terror of the state. The worthless election is over, nothing
will change, except things will likely worsen, so abandon and
negate this wicked state instead of hiding from the truth.

“The ignorance of the oppressed is strength for the
oppressor.”
~ A.R. Bernard

 

Reference links:

Terrain versus Germ Theory

No virus has ever been proven to exist

Virology and pretenders

The virus that doesn’t exist

The lost history of medicine

Missing the unproven viruses

An idiot’s guide to germ theory–Pasteur and Bechamp
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https://northerntracey213875959.wordpress.com/2021/05/07/the-germ-theory-an-idiots-guide/


Bechamp had his finger on the magic of life

Pfizer chief brags that ‘covid’ is his multi-billion dollar
franchise
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New  Documentary  Released:  ‘The  Origins  of  America’s
Secret Police’ 
by Matthew Ehret, Matt Ehret’s Insights
November 7, 2022

 

Do leading members of secret societies managing many of the
levers  of  influence  throughout  history  wield  genuine
“knowledge known only to the inner elites”… or is something
else at play?
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In this Canadian Patriot Review documentary produced by Jason
Dahl, narrated by myself and based on the work of Cynthia
Chung, you will be introduced to the ancient origins of the
occult  societies  that  penetrated  the  heart  of  America’s
intelligence agencies after the murder of William McKinley in
1901.

This journey will take you into the heart of ancient occult
societies that managed wars, financial and cultural policies
over  two  millenia  ago.  You  will  learn  of  the  underlying
methodology of manipulation used to induce foolish kings and
generals into self destruction during the days of the Persian
Empire which continue to be used to this very day.

With this overview, you will be introduced to 1) the British
roots of the Scottish Rite of Freemasonry founded in 1801 by
British grand strategists in South Carolina, 2) a figure named
Albert Pike who led in the largest expansion of this foreign
agency within the USA after Lincoln’s victory in 1865 and 3)
the “seat of government” which 33rd degree FBI director J.
Edgar Hoover managed in the USA during the course of eight
presidencies.

This dark history is contrasted to the courageous efforts of
men  who  devoted  their  lives  resisting  the  growth  of  this
occult agency including President Franklin Roosevelt, Senator
Thomas J Walsh, Congressman Hale Boggs, Attorney General of
New Orleans Jim Garrison, Martin Luther King Jr, Bobby Kennedy
and his brother John F Kennedy.

This  documentary  was  based  on  the  essay  “The  Origins  of
America’s Secret Police” by Cynthia Chung, whose new book on
the growth of 20th century fascism can be purchased here.

Watch the full movie on Rumble, Youtube, Bitchute and don’t
forget to share it far and wide.
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This odd and intriguing article was spotted and shared by
K.R., and I’m passing it along, because I’ve noticed the same
thing:

Why Are People Suddenly Short Circuiting?

Now, I share this, because “short-circuited” people seems to
be on the rise, and some sort of hypothesis would seem to be
in order. One has to be blind not to see that the alleged
president is just not “all there.” We saw a similar thing in
the  final  months  and  years  of  the  second  Reagan
Administration,  when  clearly  that  president  was  clearly
showing  signs  of  senility.  With  Bai-den  I  think  the
explanation goes much deeper then mere senility, but we’ll get
back to that.

If you are in the USSA, you recently also saw the spectacle of
a “governors’ race debate” between the Lieutenant Governor of
Pennsylvania, Fetterman, a Democrat, and Dr. Mehmet Oz, a
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Republican.  The debate, which I have seen a little of, was
honestly painful to watch, even for me who has no use for Mr.
Fetterman, his party, or his policies.  Let me repeat that: I
have no use for him, his party, or his policies.

Yet the debate was painful to watch. Here was a man trying to
recover  from  a  stoke,  who  had  and  has  obvious  difficulty
forming words into clear thoughts. He began the debate – his
very first words –  with a cheery “Hi!” immediately followed
by “Goodnight everyone!” And it was downhill – no, a power
dive – from there.

Frankly, I felt, and still feel, sorry for the man. to his
credit, his opponent did not – as far as I am aware – once
make  reference  to  Mr.  Fetterman’s  difficulty  and  decrepit
condition.  But my problem was, why would any campaign allow a
man in his difficulties to take a debate stage to begin with?
Why, after such a stroke, allow the candidacy itself to go
forward to begin with? For that matter, why allow Mr. Bai-den
anywhere near power, when he too is in obvious decline?

As I said, we’ll get back to that.

The article itself raises other interesting questions, and
yes, I’ve noticed it too: more and more people seem to be
having some sort of difficulty:

Lately, celebrities and politicians have been exhibiting some
strange behavior, and it isn’t just their usual weirdness on
display. There’s clearly something else going on.

While on stage in Las Vegas, singer Katy Perry appears to
have some sort of “malfunction” with her right eye where the
eye appears to close on its own forcing her to prop open her
eyelid more than once with her hand, only to have it close
again.

Of course, there’s nothing unusual with winking one eye, but
this was different. Perry appeared to have lost physical
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control of her eye as if it was suddenly operating on its own
outside of her control while her other eye remained open
appearing normal.

Then, with a flick of a switch, the wonky eye snapped out of
its trance and the performer regained her composure while
leaving fans (and 17 million TikTok viewers) questioning, is
this chick even human?

It wasn’t just Katy Perry in a Las Vegas performance; as the
article notes, we’ve been observing it in Bai-Den too:

We’ve been watching our multiple vax boosted Commander and
Chief short circuit for the past year and a half, so in many
ways,  seeing  celebrities,  politicians,  and  even  regular
people rebooting in public is simply part of our New Normal.
We’re told by the transhumanists that this is simply our new
and improved future, and that it’s best for everyone to
boldly welcome our forthcoming dystopian Brave New World
where it’s acceptable for politicians to be only part human.

At this point, the article links the now-famous video clip of
Mr. Bai-den Jo apparently falling asleep, or “zoning out”,
only to be brought back to “reality” by the interviewer.

There are other examples; consider these:

Recently, pro vaccine and fully vaccinated incumbent Virginia
democrat Jennifer Wexton (VA-10) appears to have some sort of
episode during her congressional debate. As she struggles to
speak and form complete and coherent sentences she stares
vacantly into some far away place. Her mannerisms appearing
almost robotic. WATCH THE FULL CLIP.

Then there is news anchor Julie Chin who had what she thought
was a mini stroke on live television. She, too, suddenly had
difficulty speaking and forming coherent sentences, and like
other instances, the entire episode occurred as if a light
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switch was briefly switched off and then flipped back on.

As  far  as  the  article  is  concerned,  there  is  a  clear
hypothetical  cause  for  the  behavior:

All of these anomalies have one thing in common— they started
happening after a certain rollout of a certain Emergency Use
Authorized vaccine treatment designed to end the Covid-19
pandemic. It’s the same treatment that ironically, never
prevented “an individual from contracting or transmission
Covid-19”, and whose contents to this day still remain a
mystery.  However,  one  thing  we  do  know  about  the  mRNA
vaccines  is  that  they  are  a  form  of  “technology”  that,
according to the Chief Medical Officer of Moderna from his
2017 TED talk, has the potential to hack “the software of
life”.

To its credit, the article notes the “change of language” now
being pushed:

So, what’s going on? To be honest, I don’t know. What I do
know is:

—They want you to get these shots at minimum every year and
they may even require it.

—The language has changed. You are no longer vaccinated or
boosted, you are considered “up-to-date” or updated. In order
to comply with the latest vaccine mandate to work or attend
school, you will now need to install the latest Microsoft
Windows-like mRNA in order to be in compliance and fully “up-
to-date”.

—The  transhumanist  movement  exists.  It  is  no  longer
conspiracy and we have no idea how “updated” vaccines will
figure  into  this  cybernetic  future  although  the  World
Economic Forum has a few ideas.
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Are these mRNA technology-driven “updates” that are currently
being touted as the future of medicine and being sold as a
cancer cure just the elites doing their thing to help save
the world? Or might there be something more sinister going
on?

Well, in answer to that last question, you can mark me down in
the  “something  more  sinister  is  going  on”  column,  and  my
reasons  why  bring  us  to  today’s  two-for-one  high  octane
speculations of the day. two-for-one, because you get two
completely different but only somewhat separate high octane
speculations for the price of one. “Buy one, get one free,” so
to speak.

The first speculation is: do you remember Dr. Charles Lieber?
he was the Harvard chemistry professor and nano-technology
expert that was arrested by federal authorities shortly after
the whole planscamdemic broke out. He was arrested, so we were
told, for allegedly not disclosing his financial links to the
Wuhan  Laboratory  of  Virology  in  China,  whence  the  whole
planscamdemic allegedly originated. Dr. Lieber, you’ll notice,
has fallen completely off the radar since then, while the
Orange Man’s Operation Warp Speed zipped along to become the
fraud-riddled adverse-reaction sudden death injection-induced
statistical anomaly we see today. The last I heard, Dr. Lieber
had managed to contract a fast-acting, virulent and terminal
cancer, somewhat like  Jack Ruby.

In  any  case,  Lieber’s  specialty,  according  to  some
speculations in the alternative media at the time, was to
embed  nanotechnologies  in  –  get  this  –  “vaccines”  or
injections, nano-technology that was designed to break the
blood-brain barrier, enter the brain, and…well, at that point,
no one knew exactly what it was supposed to do, but some
speculated that Baal Gates’ patents on “downloadable” vaccine
“updates”  had  something  to  do  with  it,  and  still  others
thought that this was a way of tying the 5G roll-out to
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injections that would significantly increase one’s emotional
and mental suggestibility.

In  short,  the  whole  thing  –  5g,  nano-technology  in  the
injections, and the injections themselves – were all part of a
global mind-and-health manipulation event, and one reason Big
Pharma was so anxious not to have to disclose the ingredients
in its so-called “vaccines” was that the ingredients, or the
ingredient amounts, or both, varied deliberately from batch to
batch, and the responses to the different batches could be
tracked through national and regional adverse reporting sites.

The  scenario  was  like  some  Mengele-esque  nightmare,  on
steroids.

I and others entertained its possibility at the time, and I
still do. Now we’re in “phase two” as “they” are attempting to
roll out a kind of “Soviet Psychiatry”, painting the “non-
vaxed” as emotionally unstable, anti-science, and “unhealthy.”

In short, I discount none of this.

But at a deeper level, I think we are looking at something
spiritual. I’ve mentioned this possibility in some of our
recent members’ vidchats, and do so here publicly. Imagine
being a self-proclaimed “good catholic” all your life, of
average intelligence, but consuming ambition, willing to make
the little compromises on the road to power. Once acquired,
you then use that power to your and your family’s financial
gain, and using your family members themselves to increase
your  power  and  wealth,  and  turning  a  bling  eye  to  their
“shortcomings.” You openly support abortion on demand and a
woman’s right to choose, and continue to call yourself a good
Catholic, a believing Christian. You achieve the highest and
loftiest position of power… just as you’ve lost your mind, and
are  shaking  hands  with  people  who  are  no  longer  there.  
“C’mon, man, it’s ok for a little boy to have surgery to
change into a girl, or vice versa.”



The world of hypocrisy and illusion and word games which you
have spun for yourself has become your reality, and you are no
longer  capable  of  discerning  reality.  You  are  lost  in  an
insane,  drugged-up  world,  a  world  you’ve  done  everything
within your rotting, debauched power, to force on others.

And you are lost.

Banquet at Belbury? Indeed, yes.

See you on the flip side…
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Yes, it’s true: the terrorists do hate you for your freedoms,
and yes, the terrorists are out to get you. But here’s the
real question: Who are the terrorists? Join James for today’s
important  edition  of  The  Corbett  Report  podcast  where  he
explores  the  nexus  between  mass  media  and  modern-day
terrorism.

Watch
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on Archive / BitChute / Odysee / Rokfin / Rumble / Substack / 
Download the mp4

Documentation

Brian Williams is guided by the beauty of our weapons in Syria strikes 

Time Reference: 01:03
 

Wolf Blitzer questions whether a move to stop bombing civilians will hurt defence contractors’ bottom lines

Time Reference: 01:29
 

Jim Cramer advocates cyberterrorism against US enemies
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02:20

 

The Media Matrix
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Reference:

03:17

 

The Copycat Effect by Loren Coleman
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04:36

 

Mailman massacre: 14 die after Patrick Sherrill ‘goes postal’ in 1986 shootings

Time Reference: 07:11
 

A former postal worker commits mass murder
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07:18
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Ex-Postal Employee Is Arrested in Deaths of Two in California

Time Reference: 07:22
 

Three weeks of terror: How the 2002 D.C. sniper attacks unfolded

Time Reference: 08:09
 

One Sniper Is Suspected in Three Killings in West Virginia

Time Reference: 08:45
 

British MP shot in attack by copycat sniper

Time
Reference:

08:53

 

Turkish police search for copycat sniper

Time
Reference:

09:02

 

Corbett Report Radio 182 – The Copycat Effect with Loren Coleman

Time Reference: 11:28
 

Loren Coleman’s Twilight Language blog

Time
Reference:

17:12

 

Creepy Clowns and the Copycat Effect – Media Monarchy w/Loren Coleman

Time Reference: 17:41
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Netflix’s ’13 Reasons Why’ Carries Danger of Glorifying Suicide, Experts Say

Time Reference: 19:29
 

Psychologists warn ’13 Reasons Why’ could inspire copycat suicides

Time Reference: 20:14
 

13 Things Pediatricians Should Know (and Do) About 13 Reasons Why

Time Reference: 20:52
 

Association Between the Release of Netflix’s 13 Reasons Why and Suicide Rates in the United States: An Interrupted Time Series Analysis

Time Reference: 21:47
 

Netflix removes 13 Reasons Why’s controversial suicide scene

Time Reference: 22:46
 

Judge rules in Netflix’s favor over ‘13 Reasons Why’ suicide lawsuit

Time Reference: 23:03
 

OBL: “You’ll see them and hear about them in the media . . . God willing.”

Time Reference: 26:26
 

Mike Francesca on WFAN 9/11 (“like Independence Day“)
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26:38
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Mass Media: A History (online course)
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September 11: The Pentagon’s B-Movie
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The Looming Tower by Lawrence Wright (Schwarzenegger movie night for Qaeda terrorists)
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9/11 War Games
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Graeme Macqueen Discusses “9/11: The Pentagon’s B-movie” on the Freedom Loves Company podcast (2017)

Time Reference: 39:29
 

The Psychological Implications of Media-Covered Terrorism

Time Reference: 47:37
 

New Zealand PM Jacinda Ardern says “disinformation” should be controlled like “weapons of old,” guns, nukes

Time Reference: 50:04
 

The Bombings of America That We Forgot

Time
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54:36
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Predictive  Programming,  HG
Wells and the Clash of Two
Creativities
Predictive Programming, HG Wells and the Clash of Two
Creativities
by Matthew Ehret, Matt Ehret’s Insights
October 17, 2022

 

In  this  interview  conducted  in  January  2021  with  Patrick
Timpone  on  One  News  Network,  I  details  the  historical
precedents of the Orwellian paradigm threatening to undermine
the  nation  state  system  and  broader  multipolar  alliance.
Special  focus  is  given  to  the  often  overlooked  matter  of
cultural  warfare  and  the  new  techniques  in  predictive
programming in the field of science fiction innovated by HG
Wells  which  shaped  the  zeitgeist  for  over  120  years  and
continues to shape popular culture and cinema to this day.

[Video available at Canadian Patriot 1776 & Patrick Timpone
BitChute channels.]

Topics Covered:
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What are the roots of the Great Reset?

What was H.G. Wells’ connection to British eugenicists Julian
Huxley and Leonard Huxley?

Why was The British Empire’s Round Table Movement such an
important tool of Anglo-Saxon globalism?

How was World War 2 just act 2 of World War 1? aka: global
division  for  the  profiting  of  corporations  and  banking
institutions.

Why did the British Empire require a cultural matrix rooted in
pessimism?

How are pessimistic movies like Soylent Green and Planet of
the Apes products of a deliberate global divide-and-conquer
strategy?

How is dystopian science fiction different from the optimistic
world of Jules Verne, who was happy with technology as long as
it included morality?

 

Connect with Matthew Ehret

See related:
H.G. Wells’ Dystopic Vision Comes Alive With the Great Reset
Agenda

Matthew Ehret – H.G. Wells’ Dystopic Vision Comes Alive With
the Great Reset Agenda; How Darwinism Took Over the World –
January 5, 2021

C.S. Lewis vs H.G. Wells: A Journey out of the
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The Douma Hoax: Anatomy of a
False Flag
by James Corbett
December 7, 2019
Source

 

Podcast: Play in new window | Download | Embed

 

As  whistleblowers  and  documents  continue  to  destroy  the
narrative surrounding the alleged chemical weapons attack in
Douma, Syria last year, it is becoming increasingly apparent
that this false flag event has been exposed. This week on The
Corbett  Report  podcast,  James  goes  through  the  remarkable
timeline of the Douma hoax and breaks the spell that the
propagandists have sought to cast on the public.

 

https://youtu.be/70OQBZcEnTA

Watch this video on BitChute / Minds.com / YouTube or Download
the mp4
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SHOW NOTES

Colin Powell’s Presentation to the UN Security Council On
Iraq’s WMD Program

Cutting through media propaganda on the battle for Syria’s
Eastern Ghouta

Syria crisis: Saudi Arabia to spend millions to train Jaysh
al-Islam terrorists

Young children treated in suspected chemical attack in Douma,
Syria

Trump blames “animal Assad” for atrocity

United  States  Assessment  of  the  Assad  Regime’s  Chemical
Weapons Use

U.S. and allies warn Syria of more missile strikes if chemical
attacks used again

Statement by President Trump on Syria

The search for truth in the rubble of Douma – and one doctor’s
doubts over the chemical attack

OPCW interim report (July 2018)

BBC producer: Footage of 2018 Douma chemical attack fabricated

OPCW final report (March 2019)

Leaked Engineering Assessment

Leaked OPCW Report Raises New Questions About 2018 Chemical
Attack in Douma, Syria

OPCW internal communique on leak

Panel  Criticizes  ‘Unacceptable  Practices’  in  the  OPCW’s
investigation of the Alleged Chemical Attack in Douma, Syria
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The  OPCW  and  Douma:  Chemical  Weapons  Watchdog  Accused  of
Evidence-Tampering by Its Own Inspectors

Jonathan Steele on BBC

Leaked internal OPCW email

PETER HITCHENS: My secret meeting with mole at the heart of
The Great Poison Gas Scandal

Theodore Postol on PushBack

Chemical  weapons  watchdog  OPCW  defends  Syria  report  as
whistleblower claims bias

7 (Bellingcat) Emails And Reading Comprehension: OPCW Douma
Coverage Misses Crucial Facts

Narrative Managers Faceplant In Hilarious OPCW Scandal Spin
Job

Fox News interview with Tucker Carlson

Bellingcat or Guard Dog for the Establishment?

Douma Videos and Photos analysis by Steven McItnyre

How the OPCW’s investigation of the Douma incident was nobbled

California Black Magick
by James True
November 7, 2019
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The  spell  over  California  is  so  blatant  it’s  a  form  of
camouflage.

From  taxes,  regulations,  environmental  shaming,  neglect,
theft, and corruption, California is not an accident.

California is a living 9/11 we pretend it is just bad luck.
But the symbolism tells us its something more sinister…

Topics covered: California Fires, HAM radio fines, Government
failures, Seattle needle program, San Francisco poop maps,
Sodomy capital of the world, Crowley’s homunculus, CERN

Signed  copies  of  my  new  book,  The  Technology  of  Belief:
https://www.jtrue.com/books/ttob.html

Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/user?u=13609517
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Source
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It’s not the Jews. At least
not exclusively. The evil we
face is inversion. It’s moral
cannibalism  and  self-
mutilation.  Inversion  is  a
contagious  pathogen  of  the
mind. It’s a possession of the
empty-hearted. It’s a walking
sucking chest wound. It turns
humans into drones for a hive.
Each finger sprouts another hand, and each hand sprouts five
more  fingers  with  five  more  palms.  The  fractal  curse  has
infected Judaism, Catholicism, Christianity, Islam, science,
fashion,  government,  mafia,  military,  and  entertainment.  A
suicidal tone has been struck in the aether. It’s a calling
for the tower of Babel. What the pyramids of Egypt show are
the power of devotion and obedience.

America suffers the same infection as Israel, England, and
Rome. Our enemy is human evacuation. We see this manifest as
psychopathy. The most dangerous beast in the jungle is the man
with a hollow chest.

I always knew we’d talk about the Bible. I always knew it
would make us uncomfortable. King James outlawed the spoken
word by calling the tongue an instrument of evil. He declared
a prohibition on the power of vocal cords. He declared magic a
sin punishable by death. He said this before he published his
Bible. In his book, Daemonologie, he said it plainly for his
day.

“I mean by such kind of charms as commonly daft wives use, for
healing of forspoken [bewitched] goods, for preserving them
from  evil  eyes,  by  knitting  …  or  doing  of  such  like
innumerable things by words, without applying anything meet to
the part offended, as mediciners do.” – Daemonologie

God never told you to find him in the Bible. People told you



that. God talks to us, but he doesn’t speak English. That
would require a man to be trained first by other men to
understand his tongue. God needs no middle man. God moves in
the eros of your spleen. We feel him as the breeze during our
tragedies or inspiration. I see calligraphy drip from his pen
when it rains. I lay in my bed, and the moon tracks across the
curtains.  I  see  God’s  light  poke  through  his  vaulted
firmament. God speaks in everything that moves and doesn’t
move. God is the spoken word, and King James outlawed us from
using it.

The Bible describes a technology called LORD. This technology
requires a belief you are broken. Wild horses are broken. May
we look to the stars instead of man to see the scripture
around us. We are holy submarines submerged in an ocean of
atmosphere.

God is not found in a Nicene Creed. God did not sign his name
in the Bible. The belief in Saints is a chain of command.
Yesterday, someone told me it was okay for a state to take a
life because it was in the Bible. Last month, someone said the
Bible condoned taxes, so it is our duty to render them without
question.  People  insist  Palestinian  genocide  is  impossible
since  they  are  God’s  chosen  people.  LORD  technology  is  a
magnet that bends our compass. It was designed to work that
way.



Why would God lock his words
in ancient greek and hide them
in one geography and time? Why
would he leave his most vital
notes  filtered  through  man’s
fingers?  Why  would  he
establish a chain of command
through the Father, the Son,
the  saints,  and  the  church?
Why not speak directly to us?
The  Bible’s  foundation  came
from the Book of Moses. The
same men that lie today have
lied  for  centuries.  They’ve

gotten quite good at it because we are so prone to believe
them. The Holy Spirit never whispered to any of us, “I wrote
the Bible.” It was always a company of men who insisted it was
divine.

Salvation is a powerful trance. If you doubt, you are told to
add more Bible. The answer is always in the book. The flaw is
always in the reader. The scripture is not to be questioned.
To question is to doubt. If you don’t see God’s grace in the
pages, your heart may not be worthy. Read some more. Pray for
guidance. The book is flawless.

We  worship  the  Bible  as  a  relic  despite  it  having  a
commandment telling us not to. This is an example of Christian
inversion. People insist they don’t worship the Bible. But
calling something flawless is an act of worship. Our devotion
to its text is deeply ingrained obedience. If you don’t like
the  answer,  you  should  read  quietly  until  you  do.  In
Christianity, like Islam and Judaism, to doubt the costume is
to doubt God. This is what happens in monotheism. If I burn in
Hell,  it  will  be  for  challenging  the  books  of  Moses  and
Abraham. I will plead my case for exercising scrutiny.

“Blessed is the one who does not walk in step with the wicked



or stand in the way that sinners take or sit in the company of
mockers, but whose delight is in the law of the LORD, and who
meditates on his law day and night. That person is like a tree
planted by streams of water, which yields its fruit in season
and whose leaf does not wither— whatever they do prospers”. –
Psalm 1:1-3

Prana is real, and LORD technology traps it in its frame. All
of our beliefs get sucked into the intake when we confess
we’re  dirty.  We  subscribe  to  a  gold  level  service  called
salvation. But salvation is never a journey forward. Salvation
comes  on  knees.  Salvation  is  a  climb  out  of  a  pit.  The
ascension  program  requires  you  to  be  desolate.  Salvation
promises you will stand where you once stood before you got
here. The truth is, most people feel safer in the pit. Shame
is a contract with slavery. Sovereignty is the man who truly
confesses to himself. Otherwise, salvation is intimidation.

“Serve  the  LORD  with  fear  and  celebrate  his  rule  with
trembling.”  –  Psalm  2:11  

Inversion splits the mind. It uses the hatred of self to crack
open the husk. It empties our pearls for the machine to mince.
Abandonment is the origin of inversion. It turns Judaism into
blackmail.  Catholicism  into  pedophilia.  Christianity  into
Zionism.  Inversion  is  a  psychological  disassociation.  It
exists between the Old Testament and the New Testament. The
two towers of mind control are severity and mercy – Jachim and
Boaz. These are spark gaps crackling their way up Jacob’s
ladder. This is the hypnotism of good and evil. The golden
child is anointed publicly to make each witness a scapegoat.

When all the people were being baptized, Jesus was baptized
too. And as he was praying, heaven was opened and the Holy
Spirit descended on him in bodily form like a dove. And a
voice came from heaven: “You are my Son, whom I love; with you
I am well pleased.” – Luke 3:21



The LORD of the Bible and the LORD of the Quran are the same.
LORD is the shepherd, and man must learn to be a good beast.
Mankind accepting salvation through the eye of providence is
that  contract.  The  New  World  Order  is  the  blueprint  for
globalism. This plan will only be forced on a minority. The
majority will call it God’s will or beg for it to happen.

This is a hypnotic spell older than history. It’s a vibration
planted over five-thousand-years ago. The only cure is to cut
our engagement from its belief. Doing this will feel like a
betrayal. This is the adhesive of mind control doing its job.
There is a cost for your sovereignty. To be free, one must
commit to the quest.

We fear the LORD. The Bible won’t even spell out his name. The
authors decided our eyes were too profane to read it. Our
salvation is placed too deep in the pit to ask for LORD’s
identification. We give LORD all of our power in exchange for
acceptance and mercy. This is the blueprint of mind control. A
snake oil runs in the scripture. LORD technology comes with
the side-effect of death for the individual.

There can be only one LORD.



The third temple will mask the third world war. A grand reset
will subdue and distract us in the Jubilee. All nations will
be brought to their knees before LORD. He is the shepherd in
the Eye of Providence. In this Apocalypse, the gods of Yahweh
and Allah will be revealed as one. All people of the world
will be declared children of Abraham. The chosen ones will
administer  LORD’s  government  like  a  Tabernacle  in  the
Wilderness. The New World Order is a coming together of the
hive. Rapture is our welcome to oblivion.

Globalism  is  a  pyramid  scheme.  It’s  a  powerful  spell  of
hypnotism. God is centralized behind a chain of command. A
central book forms a single eye for seeing. Sixty-six chapters
are the entire Alpha and Omega.

Globalism is a trance between pillars. The pillars of the
Bible are two testaments. The pillars of Abraham are Islam and
Christianity. The pillars of governance are Capitalism and
Communism. The pillars of sovereignty are Master and Slave.
The pillars of politics are Republican and Democrat. The Two
Towers are an ancient spell of sound. Two tones produce a
third sympathetically as the resonance splits us open.

Possession is the one true goal of globalism. Possession comes
out  of  disassociation.  The  two  towers  are  instruments  of
evacuation. In the Old Testament, God hates you. In the New
Testament,  he  loves  you.  The  dissonance  comes  in  the
fluctuation.  This  is  the  art  of  gaslighting.

When one man saves another from his death, we call that a life
debt. The debtor’s sovereignty is obligated to his master
until it can be repaid. Since early Rome, the title, Pater
Patriae, was given to the rescuer. This is second father. It’s
a belief technology made from reverence instead of fear. We
earn LORD’s mercy by accepting our life debt to his son. In
LORD technology, you are a genetically profane being and were
saved by the death of the golden child. An oath was sealed in
blood on your behalf long before you ever got here. This is



how  you  possess  a  heart.  It  becomes  too  uncomfortable  to
remain in the chest. We make room for the Holy Spirit.

Stockholm  syndrome  is  trance  that  can  be  passed  down
generationally. Our soul is split with the fork and spoon of
the LORD. The fork of guilt pricks us open, the spoon of
salvation scoops us hollow. LORD is a technology of belief and
possession. The Holy Spirit is an ethereal corporation.

This isn’t a call to abandon the Bible. It’s a call to reclaim
your life. Belief is the most valuable commodity in the world.
Its collection has been centralized and used for nefarious
purposes. The system is selling you back a tiny portion of
your original power after it’s used for corruption.

[This article is an excerpt from my new book.]

I  know  what  makes  this  world  tick.  It’s  blackmail.  It’s
salvation  monopoly.  It’s  ocean  tankers  of  epigenetic
inversion. There is a technology and an economy to belief. I
pin it down in my new book The Technology of Belief. Buy your
copy now on Paperback, eBook, or I can mail you an Autographed
Copy
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Aaron and Melissa Dykes have made the single most important
video that we have ever watched. It is called Putting a Chip
in Your Brain Will Not Make You a Superhero or a God.

 

 

It follows their astonishing documentary about the history of
mind control, The Minds of Men.

Elon  Musk,  the  super-wealthy  founder  of  Tesla,  has  now
officially  with  great  fanfare  rolled  out  his  ongoing  and
rapidly progressing technology for the physical control of the
brain and mind by irreversibly hooking up our living brains
with thread-like wires to the hard metal of supercomputers.
But  what  will  happen  to  the  humans  enmeshed  in  this
catastrophe  and  who  will  be  controlling  them?

In the video by Aaron and Melissa, we see and hear Musk and
his team at their official roll out describing how they are
building a foundation for mass application by first getting
approval from the FDA for more limited “medical” uses.

Inevitable Collusion with the FDA

Will they succeed in getting the FDA to cooperate with their
grand plans? This is the same FDA Medical Devices division
that  tacitly  approved  lobotomy  and  psychosurgery  by  never
lifting a finger to have it controlled. It is the same FDA
division  that  finally  after  80  years  took  action  aimed
at electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) this year by officially
approving it for the first time.

If the FDA can approve something as grossly brain damaging as
ECT—knocking  people  out  with  jolts  of  electricity  through
their brain causing a severe convulsion, putting them into a



coma, flatlining their brain waves, and having them come awake
with a severe traumatic brain injury (TBI)—the agency will
have no trouble approving “little tiny wires you can barely
see” stuck in our brains.

The FDA Introduces Monarch for Our Children’s Brains

In fact, the FDA has already revved up the electrical attack
on  our  brains—starting  with  the  brains  of  our  children.
Through  our  new  project,  Stop  the  Psychiatric  Abuse  of
Children (SPAC!), Michael Cornwall and I are trying to stop
the newly FDA-approved Monarch device which uses electrodes on
the forehead to flood the brains of children with electrical
impulses  for  psychiatric  purposes.  This  electrical
“stimulation”  technology—really,
electrical disruption and destruction technology—was approved
by the same FDA division for Medical Devices and is primitive
compared to Musk’s incredibly ambitious project. Monarch, as
rudimentary as it is, is a gateway to Elon Musk and those who
join him in promoting physical control of the brain and mind.
If the FDA approved Monarch, how much more readily will they
approve interfacing the brain with computers with all the
intellectual hoopla and multi-billionaires promoting?

Musk  will  plant  the  tiniest  possible  electrodes  (called
threads) permanently in the brain along with a chip in the
brain  to  interface  with  apps  that  will  be  controlled  by
neuroscientist  Muskies  (my  word)  doing  the  great  man’s
bidding. Even if this were safe, which it absolutely is not,
the Dykes remind us that these devices will enable hackers
literally to break into people’s brains and minds to work
their will on helpless human beings.

Ransomware Takes on New Proportions

Imagine ransomware getting hold of your brain and demanding an
astronomical  payment  for  its  release.  There  are  so  many
horrors easily imagined and easily made into reality by these



technologies, from taking prisoner the minds of men, women,
and  children  to  discovering,  in  the  long  run,  that  the
permanently implanted electrodes wear down and destroy free
will and the sense of being human. Then there will be all the
subtle  changes  that  human  subjectivity  cannot  not  detect
because the induced brain dysfunctions will inevitably dull
our sensitivity to ourselves and begin to seem like “normal.”

Ultimately humans will not know what it was once like to be
free and independent thinkers and autonomous beings. There
will  be  vague  yearnings  for  what  was  once  experienced  or
talked about, references in books to a free will and autonomy,
that now seems old-fashioned and romantic. Technology will
indeed have won. But that last comment is nonsense, because
technology will not be the victor. The victor will be the
malicious will of people like Elon Musk.

A Faustian Compact with AI

Watching Musk in the video, we see a person who looks and
sounds like Faust making a deal with the devil by accepting
physical  control  of  the  brain  in  order  to  fight  off  the
superiority of Artificial Intelligence (AI) which otherwise
will take over the world. I am not exaggerating; you must see
the video.

You will witness how Musk once called AI a demon and now he
says we have no choice other than to physically interface our
brains with the demon AI in order to control it. Musk is
specific about this Star Wars of the brain drama—physically
interfacing  computers  with  the  brain  to  make  us  into
superheroes who can defend ourselves against and triumph over
the monster AI that Musk and others have already supposedly
unleashed on us.

Never mind that Musk’s pretensions are grandiose, probably
cannot be done effectively with any existing technology, and
doomed to end in tragedies beyond human comprehension. Musk is



forging ahead with it and he will easily garner billions of
dollars from investors to develop and promote it. And as you
look and listen to Musk, you will see a man who is sweating,
stammering, nearly incoherent at times, frequently giggling
and laughing demonically, and literally looking possessed, as
he voices megalomaniacal aims. Once again, you must see the
video for yourself to confirm what I am saying.

Physical Control of the Brain for Political Purposes

As Aaron and Melissa demonstrated in The Minds of Men, I was
probably the first to criticize in detail the blueprint for
all that is now unfolding when in the early 1970s I took on
the  neuroscientist  Dr.  José  Delgado,  author  of  Physical
Control of the Mind: Toward a Psychocivilized Society.

Delgado was literally a Fascist, a man who received medals
from Fascist Spain, and who claimed that his work proved the
irrationality of the American Founders in proclaiming that
human beings have free will and the right to enjoy political
liberty. I was able to stir up so much criticism of him that
he was driven out of Yale University, where he was a visiting
professor, and he had to creep back to Spain. I doubt, in the
current worshipful environment toward technology, if I could
have a similar impact.

At  the  time  he  was  forced  to  leave  the  US,  Delgado  was
masterminding the remote control of hapless mental patients
who came under his dominion. This project, which my anti-
psychosurgery  campaign  stopped,  was  conducted  by  a
psychiatrist  and  highly  respected  neurosurgeons  affiliated
with Harvard in Boston. You can read about all this in my
overview report for a law review titled “Psychosurgery for
Political Purposes.”

Please,  please  watch  the  new  video  by  Aaron  and  Melissa
Dykes: Putting a Chip in Your Brain Will Not Make You a
Superhero or a God.



We will be communicating more about this enormous, escalating
threat  which  will  make  psychiatry  with  its  drugs  and
electroshock look like a minor phase in the suppression and
control of human beings through technology.

Perhaps  the  most  insidious  thing  of  all—the  stigma  of
psychiatric  treatment  has  been  removed.  Elon  Musk  and
billionaire friends will be using physical control of the
brain, not to cure alleged mental illnesses or violence, but
to make us Better than Ever—super people physically joined to
computers to Take on the World as Cybernetic Superheroes! It
will make a great action movie; but it portends the end of
humanity as we know it.

TSM [TruthStream Media] Editor’s Note: It wasn’t until after
we uploaded the video above regarding the Neuralink rollout
that we discovered (unsurprisingly) that DARPA, the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency, was responsible for funding
the creation of the electrode “sewing machine” robot, about
which the agency discussed its “excitement” on Neuralink’s
progress in an official DARPA Instagram post the day after
Elon Musk’s big announcement.



The full post reads:

We  were  excited  to  learn  about  progress  being  made  by
#Neuralink on new neural interface technology! The field of
neurotechnology  as  a  whole  is  gaining  momentum  as  more
powerful tools are created to understand and interact with the
brain. For instance, the “sewing machine” robot described by
Neuralink for placing electrodes in the brain was developed by
University of California, San Francisco with DARPA funds. The
fact that it has transitioned to use by industry underscores
the effectiveness of DARPA’s model of reducing technological
risk to create new opportunities. Even as industry now plays a
welcome and increased role in certain aspects of neurotech,
DARPA will continue to work at the frontier of what’s possible
to  avoid  surprise,  reduce  risk,  and  continue  to  create
opportunity.  For  instance,  our  Next-Generation  Nonsurgical
Neurotechnology program is looking at how to develop high-
resolution interfaces that work without the requirement for
surgery  so  that  they  can  be  used  by  able-bodied  people.



(Images: @UCSF) #brain #innovation

For years now DARPA has been publicly working on what the
media  has  now  dubbed  its  “super  soldier”  brain-computer
interface project. Essentially they are attempting to create
cyborgs — cybernetic organisms. In addition to implantable
neural interfaces, in March 2018 DARPA announced its Next-
Generation Nonsurgical Neurotechnology (N3) program, awarding
grants  to  teams  at  Battelle  Memorial  Institute,  Carnegie
Mellon University, Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics
Laboratory, Palo Alto Research Center (PARC), Rice University,
and  Teledyne  Scientific  to  develop  wearable,  high-
resolution  bidirectional  brain-machine  interfaces.

As Engineering.com explains, “Basically, DARPA is looking for
a way to wirelessly ‘jack in’ to a soldier’s brain tissue to
use  AI  software  systems  to  control  autonomous  and  semi-
autonomous weapons. And DARPA has been pursuing and funding
research on brain-machine interfaces since it began awarding
contracts to researchers at UCLA starting back in the 1970s,
which  was  previously  funded  by  a  grant  from  the  National
Science Foundation.”
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Just When She Thought She Was Unstoppable
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I recently spoke to a former IRS agent and Certified Fraud
Examiner.  For  over  seven  years  she  audited  businesses,
individuals, and ministers for the Internal Revenue Scam.

Then Sherry Peel Jackson’s life changed from “soaring like a
rocket” to hitting rock bottom, but this experience started
her process of digging to get to the root of things, and led
to her climbing up out of the pit and back to the peaks.

It all began with a phone call; “You just got served with a
lawsuit,” said the voice on the other end.

Up to that point, she was living the good life, with a family,
a nice home and a thriving business. Just one thing:
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“Government officials aren’t above the law. I couldn’t keep
my mouth shut when I learned about some of the unethical
things my former employer was doing, so they decided that
enough was enough and they pulled out all the stops to make
sure they shut my mouth for me.”

Sherry is a born fighter and was not going to back down,
because truth is truth for everyone or it’s not truth at all.

But powerful people have deep pockets and some can manufacture
and manipulate just about any outcome they desire.

Thus,  Sherry  Peel  Jackson  found  herself  in  shackles  and
handcuffs being led off to serve a four-year prison sentence
on  a  misdemeanor  charge.  Rapists  and  some  murderers  have
gotten less time!

 

She was a political prisoner for
daring  to  show  the  American
people  that  they  are  being
tricked out of keeping what they
earn.

“I kept my wits about me during this tribulation no matter how
much I was challenged by women, jailers or my own enemy – my

https://youtu.be/3-5x6AqJ3iU


inner-me,” explained Sherry:

“Your best days are ahead if you leave the past behind and
know that you have value to add to the world!”

Now  an  international  speaker,  financial  and  business
strategist, whistleblower and author of How To Stick It To The
IRS:Confessions  From  A  Former  Insider,  I  interviewed  her
for Anarchast episode 486.

We discussed everything from working at the IRS, profound
injustices in the agency, and how they screw the little guy,
to the We The People Foundation, getting raided and corralled
at gunpoint, a 4 year jail sentence for misdemeanor failure to
file a tax return, and 5 months in solitary in max security!

We also explored how the government muzzles churches and the
IRS destroys countless lives.
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Tuesday was the final day of Jim Fetzer’ defense against Lenny
Pozner’s libel lawsuit. I attended and wrote up a “just the
facts”  report  that  evening.  At  almost  the  same  moment  I
published  my  report,  the  jury  came  back  with  a  verdict
awarding close to half a million dollars to Lenny “Jim Fetzer
gave me PTSD” Pozner.

Now  it’s  time  for  an  opinion  piece.  And  as  much  as  I
sympathize with Mr. Pozner, assuming his account is accurate,
my opinion is that Jim Fetzer got a raw deal…and that the
reverberations of this case will be disastrous unless it is
overturned.

The  whole  courtroom  drama  was  carefully  scripted  and
controlled to ensure that the jury, as well as onlookers and
reporters, got to hear only one side of the story. Fetzer was
never allowed to present his defense.

Jim Fetzer’s defense is simple: Truth is an absolute defense
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against  libel,  and  Fetzer  published  statements  alleged  by
Posner to be libelous because he believed them to be true.
What’s more, he still believes them to be true. Whether he is
right I do not know. But I do know he is sincere in his
beliefs.

I watched Jim Fetzer take the stand, swear to tell “the truth,
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth”—and then watched
him silenced and admonished, and the jury hurriedly chased out
of the room, when he tried to speak the truth as he saw it.
 Jim merely said he still believed his “libelous” statements
were true. Asserting the contrary would be a lie. Not saying
anything would be a lie by omission. So he was admonished and
threatened by the court for the sin of not lying on the
witness stand!

As I understand it, at no point during the two phases of the
trial was Jim Fetzer ever allowed to present to a jury the
evidence  that  led  him  to  believe  that  Sandy  Hook  was  an
Operation  Gladio  style  psy-op  (which  those  who  have  read
Daniel  Ganser’s  NATO’s  Secret  Armies  know  is  entirely
plausible) and that there was no actual school shooting (which
does seem farfetched, but stranger things have happened). How
could he present a truth defense without showing the evidence
that led him to believe his allegedly libelous statements were
in fact truthful?

According to the 7th Amendment of the Constitution:

IN SUITS AT COMMON LAW, WHERE THE VALUE IN CONTROVERSY SHALL
EXCEED TWENTY DOLLARS, THE RIGHT OF TRIAL BY JURY SHALL BE
PRESERVED…

Yet as I understand it—and perhaps someone can correct me in
the comments if I am wrong—Jim Fetzer was never given the
right of trial by jury to determine whether he had or had not
committed libel. Instead, an obviously biased judge presided
over  that  crucial  first  phase  of  the  case,  denying  Jim’s

https://www.amazon.com/NATOs-Secret-Armies-Operation-Contemporary/dp/0714685003


Constitutionally-guaranteed right to a trial by jury. The same
judge prevented Jim from presenting his truth defense, which
would  have  entailed  giving  Jim  full  scope  to  present  the
evidence that led him to believe his statements were truthful
and therefore not libelous.

It was only in the second, penalty phase of the trial that a
jury was convened. And during that phase, not only was Jim
prevented from presenting his truth defense to the jury, he
was prohibited from even mentioning it, or from telling the
truth about his beliefs.

Meanwhile the Pozner team was allowed to engage in shameless
emotional manipulation of the jury. They even projected a huge
adorable picture of Noah Pozner on the screen as the backdrop
to the crucial back-to-back testimony of Lenny Pozner and Jim
Fetzer! (Jim Fetzer, of course, was not allowed to use the big
screen  to  project  images  that  raise  questions  about  the
official  story  of  Sandy  Hook—images  that  can  be  found
in Nobody Died at Sandy Hook, but which were, along with all
other evidence supporting Fetzer’s truth defense, in essence
banned from the courtroom.)

Chilling Effect?

One of the most dangerous repercussions of Pozner-vs.-Fetzer
is its potential chilling effect on free speech. The decision
awarded more than half a million dollars in “damages” based on
the  premise  that  a  book  presenting  an  alternative
interpretation of a historical event hurt someone’s feelings.
There  was  no  tangible  connection  between  the  “libelous”
statements in the book and any actual damages—loss of income,
medical  bills,  etc.  It  was  all  about  emotions:  “This
tearjerking Hollywood-style courtroom spectacle has whipped us
into tearful sympathy with Pozner and two minutes of hate for
Fetzer. Let’s express our emotions with a damage award.”

Following the court’s logic, if a German-American’s feelings

https://jamesfetzer.org/2018/08/james-fetzer-nobody-died-at-sandy-hook-free-online-pdf/


are hurt by a book portraying Germans as villains in World War
II, why not sue the author for libel and ban the book? Why not
drag the author into court—and refuse to allow him to present
the reasons he thinks his anti-German interpretation of World
War II is truthful? Of course that would never happen, since
popular prejudices are in sync with hatred of Germany’s mythic
villainy; the court would find ways to rig the process to
support the popular prejudice.

So how about these more plausible examples: African-American
plaintiffs  sue  publishers  for  hurting  their  feelings  by
publishing 19th-century texts that include libelous portrayals
of blacks; the grandson of Lyndon Johnson sues authors who
have hurt his feelings by arguing that LBJ participated in the
JFK assassination coup; a father who lost a son in Iraq sues
an antiwar author for hurting his feelings by asserting that
the invasion of Iraq was a criminal war based on lies and that
his dead son was a war criminal.

One can imagine an almost infinite number of possible “libel”
cases along these lines. And while only a few are likely to
actually happen, that is a few too many—because the chilling
effect of such lawsuits will terrorize authors and publishers
into avoiding controversial or unpopular historiography. This
is precisely what the Bill of Rights, whose purpose is to
protect controversial and disturbing speech about matters of
public import, is supposed to prevent.

I have had my differences with Jim Fetzer on many issues,
including Sandy Hook. Specifically, I think we should be very
careful about asserting or insinuating “nobody died” theories
about suspected false flag events, for reasons that should by
now be obvious.

But this is bigger than Jim Fetzer and Sandy Hook. This is
about saving the Bill of Rights, which is under attack today
as never before. Regardless of whether Jim is right or wrong
about  Sandy  Hook,  regardless  of  how  mistaken  some  of  his
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approaches may have been, the outcome of Pozner v. Fetzer
presents a clear and present danger to freedom of expression
in the United States.

The process of Pozner v. Fetzer appears to have been rigged
precisely  for  the  purpose  of  engineering  this  controlled
demolition of our Constitutional rights. It must be appealed
and overturned.

CONTRIBUTE TO JIM FETZER’S LEGAL DEFENSE FUND

Vaccine  Experiment  Atrocity:
Human Infection Model
Vaccine Experiment Atrocity: Human Infection Model

by Vera Sharav
October 16, 2019
Source

 

It appears that vaccine manufacturers are ever more impatient
to reap high profits from new vaccines — especially since they
have  entered  into  “public-private”  partnerships  with
governments.  Increasingly,  government  officials  oblige  this
greed-infected industry with laws mandating new vaccines. And
public  health  authorities  around  the  globe  have  become
marketing auxiliaries for vaccine manufacturers.

A report in the Economic Times of India, confirms that the
Indian health ministry is working with the Indian Council of
Medical Research (ICMR), the Department of Biotechnology, and
the Drug Controller General of India (DCGI) as they embark on
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a medical atrocity – that is, to conduct clinical trials in
which  human  beings  are  deliberately  infected  with  deadly
diseases  in  order  to  test  the  efficacy  of  experimental
vaccines. The India Infection Research Consortium has named
these experiments: “controlled human infection model (CHIM)”

This “controlled human infection model” is no different than
the medical atrocities committed by the medical establishment
under the Nazi regime.

India’s public health officials declare that the CHIM atrocity
will abide by “high standards of medical ethics.”

Which standards of medical ethics?

The  Nuremberg  Code  is  the  most  important  document  in  the
history of the ethics of medical research.

3. “The experiment should be so designed and based on the
results  of  animal  experimentation  and  a  knowledge  of  the
natural history of the disease or other problem under study,
that the anticipated results will justify the performance of
the experiment.”

ndia will be hosting a gathering  in November to work on broad
guidelines  for  “controlled  human  infection  model”  (CHIM)
experiments.

The  conference  will  include  an  international  roster  of
researchers  and  regulators.  The  invited  regulators  include
representatives  of  the  U.S.  Food  and  Drug  Administration
(FDA), the European Medicines Agency (EMA), the U.K. Medicines
and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA),  and experts
from  the  World  Health  Organization  (WHO).  They  will  be
collaborating  and  lending  the  veneer  of  legitimacy  to  a
medical atrocity.
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If They Were Saying This in
1971…
by Aaron & Melissa Dykes, Truthstream Media
October 7, 2019
Source

 

 

Excerpt from Truthstream’s Patreon post:

Here’s our latest – a really creepy clip from the archives
that makes clear that there is a power behind the throne, and
that control, even internal mental control, has been on the
table for a long time.

Not sure what that adds up to in your book, but we call it
“scientific  dictatorship.”  It  suggests  a  long-standing
capability. It renders many aspects of civics meaningless and
trivial,  and  perpetually  raises  uncomfortable  questions.
Maybe that’s why the world tends to bury its collective head
in the sand.. but as we all know, that will only make the
problem worse. It is better to at least know.

Support  them  on  Patreon:
https://www.patreon.com/truthstreammedia

See the movie: The Minds of Men
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Have You Ever Heard of The
Prometheus Project?
by Melissa Dykes
October 1, 2019
Source

 

Did  you  know  the  “goal”  to  create  a  transhuman  universal
consciousness hive mind via technology was openly admitted in
the late 1960s?

The  release  of  Dr.  Gerald  Feinberg’s  “The  Prometheus
Project” in 1969 conveniently overlapped MK Ultra and the push
for  Violence  Project,  Woodstock  and  the  counter  culture
movement, the Vietnam war draft, and so many social changes…
It was also the same year that Dr. Jose Delgado’s “Physical
Control of the Mind: Toward a Psychocivilized Society” was
published. None of this is a coincidence.

And they even tried to promote it as “something new under the
sun,” too.
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Of  Navy  Suicides,  5G,  and
Quantum Radar
by Joseph P. Farrell
September 26, 2019
Source

 

You may recall a few days ago I blogged about what’s happening
with  the  U.S.  Navy’s  aircraft  carriers,  how  many  carrier
groups had sortied without their carrier, and how many of them
were being refit with new electronic warfare packages. There
was much speculation about what these retrofits might be, from
sophisticated anti-missile shields, to jamming equipment, and
so on.

There  may  have  been  a  development,  in  this  story,  and  a
partial drawing back of the veil, according to these articles
shared by F.L.M., to whom I would like to extend a big thank
you, especially for sending them with a bit of high octane
speculation of his own, which I shall do my best to reprise
here, because I think that speculation may be on to something.
But first, here are the articles:

Investigators probing four suicides involving carrier crew

Acquisition Safety – Radio Frequency Radiation (RFR) Hazards

You’ll note that the first article  mentions a string of
suicides  involving  four  crew  members  of  the  USS  George
H.W. Bush, which occurred more or less within the same time
frame while the carrier is in dry dock undergoing maintenance,
two of them on the same day. What’s interesting about them is
that all four were crew involved in very serious duties:

Norfolk Police began investigating the death of Machinist’s
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Mate 3rd Class Robert John Bartulewicz III on July 16. His
was the first suicide involving a Bush crew member since late
2017, Cragg said.

Last week, authorities in Norfolk and Portsmouth ruled three
more deaths — one on Sept. 14, two on Sept. 19 — as suicides:
Chief Electronics Technician (Nuclear) James Harold Shelton,
Aviation Ordnanceman 1st Class Vincent Michael Forline and
Airman Ethan Thomas Lee Stuart.

No deaths occurred on the carrier, which is at Norfolk Naval
Shipyard undergoing 28 months of Docking Planned Incremental
Availability repairs. (Emphases added)

What’s intriguing here is that one of the unfortunate crew
members  was  an  ordnanceman,  and  the  other  an  electronics
technician, apparently involved with the nuclear propulsion of
the vessel.

Checking things out, F.L.M. found the second article linked
about, and that article contains some intriguing admissions,
for repeatedly the article warms about thermal heating in
biological  tissue  when  working  around  newer  radar  and
communications systems. This much has been known for some
time, and is no big secret. But then it also mentions that on
occasions, these systems can detonate ordnance with electronic
triggers.  (Russian  rocket,  munitions  plant,and  biotech
laboratories explosions anyone?) If that’s the case, might a
similar  effect  somehow  be  achieved  at  distance,  say,  on
incoming missiles? Perhaps. What’s intriguing about the second
article – and F.L.M. noted what you probably saw as well –
there is a picture of a crewman working on an antenna (right
next to the warnings in the article about thermal cooking of
biological tissue and “accidental” detonations of ordnance)
that looks quite similar not only to cellular towers, but also
to 5G towers, which, additionally, look very much like quantum
radar antennae. That observation alone should give one pause,
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because F.L.M. wondered, and I have to wonder too, whether or
not the real purpose of 5G rollout might be a disguise for
something very different.

With the recent Russian and Chinese advances in anti-ship
missile  capabilities,  are  we  now  looking  at  potential
confirmation of those suspicions that the American carrier
fleet  is  being  equipped  with  some  sophisticated  form  of
electromagnetic defense, capable of detonating ordnance? If
so,  then  in  addition  to  the  standard  problems  of  working
around radar and microwave equipment and the thermal damage to
biological tissue, might we be looking at unintended emotional
and mental consequences of working in an environment where
crew are basically immersed in an electromagnetic soup, to the
extent that the sudden removal of that environment might cause
severe  mental  reactions  including  suicidal  depression?  Or
worse, are we looking at yet another inhuman experiment in
mind manipulation, and are these retrofits of “electronics” on
the  carriers  something  more  than  just  an  exotic  missile
defense,  but  perhaps  also  a  tool  of  long  distance  mind
manipulation technology?

To be sure, that’s all high octane speculation. But regular
readers of this website will recall that my first suspicions
after learning of the USS Fitzgerald incident in Japanese
waters were that one might be looking at an incident not only
of  sophisticated  jamming,  but  perhaps  also  of  mind
manipulation,  technologies.

Regardless of the truth or falsehood of our speculations, I
suspect we’ve just been given another strong clue…

See you on the flip side…
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Hades, Alcoholism and Possession

Aaron  has  been  doing  outreach  for  a  long  time.  It’s  his
alchemy.

Check out some of his work on this channel.

I met Aaron in a group chat with another fellow you know,
Jonathan Rogers.  See our talk here.

Blueprints of Mind Control by James True

Or order a signed copy directly from James.
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Thirty Years Among the Dead by Carl Wickland, MD

Facebook’s Connection to Mind
Reading  &  Mind  Control
Technology
Facebook and the EEG Dictionary

by Joseph P. Farrell
August 8, 2019

 

In my book Microcosm and Medium (available on Lulu print-on-
demand  books),  I  recounted  the  story  of  Gloria  Naylor.  
Briefly, Ms.  Naylor told a story of unbelievable harassment,
which included hearing conversations in her head, urging her
to kill herself. Being a successful authoress, with everything
to live for, these conversations disturbed her, and she sought
counseling, and was prescribed medications.

But the conversations continued, and neither the counseling
nor the drugs seemed to help. over the course of a few weeks,
she  began  to  notice  something  very  “odd”  about  those
conversations: they only seemed to occur in certain places in
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her home. She made this discovery one evening when lying in
bed trying to go to sleep. The “conversations” immediately
started. She got out of bed, and moved across the room, and
the “conversation” immediately stopped, only to resume again
after a few minutes in her new location. Again, she moved, and
the  “conversation”  stopped.  Naylor  came  to  an  astonishing
conclusion:  she  reasoned  that  someone  was  using
a technology against her, and that it had to be aimed at her.
When she moved, she moved out of the “target zone,” and hence
the conversations would momentarily cease.

Intrigued, Naylor investigated mind manipulation technologies,
and made two astonishing discoveries: (1) they not only were
possible, but remote methods had been patented that  could
literally  “beam”  into  one’s  brain,  hence  making  her
observations that her “conversation” was not a psychological
disorder, but that someone was deliberately targeting her; and
(2) that they actually had “dictionaries” based on brain waves
that could be used to “decode” an individual’s thoughts via
their brain wave, but that could also project a conversation
into an individual, based on modulating specific brainwave
templates for specific words onto a carrier wave, such as a
microwave.

Naylor’s story intrigued me, not only for its fantastic and
(some would say) incredible nature, but because the basic
concepts behind it were possible. I investigated further and
discovered that indeed work on reading brainwave patterns for
specific  words  had  been  done,  and  a  simple
“electroencephalographic dictionary” of brainwave patterns had
been  compiled  for  about  2,000  words,  in  the  1970s.  This
research I summarized in Microcosm and Medium.

With that context in mind, consider this story shared by E.J.:

Facebook is funding brain experiments to create a device that
reads your mind
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Pay attention to the implications of these opening statements:

In  2017,  Facebook  announced  that  it  wanted  to  create  a
headband that would let people type at a speed of 100 words
per minute, just by thinking.

Now, a little over two years later, the social-media giant is
revealing that it has been financing extensive university
research on human volunteers.

Today, some of that research was described in a scientific
paper from the University of California, San Francisco, where
researchers have been developing “speech decoders” able to
determine what people are trying to say by analyzing their
brain signals.

The research is important because it could help show whether
a wearable brain-control device is feasible and because it is
an early example of a giant tech company being involved in
getting hold of data directly from people’s minds.

To some neuro-ethicists, that means we are going to need some
rules, and fast, about how brain data is collected, stored,
and used.(Emphasis added)

While the concerns about privacy – especially with a company
like Facebook – are legitimate, it’s with the implications of
that first statement that we are concerned in today’s high
octane speculation, for a device that would allow people to
“type at a speed of 100 words per minute, just by thinking,”
means  two  things:  (1)  it  requires  the  concept  of  the
electroencephalographic  dictionary  to  even  make  the
technology  work,  and  (2)  to  be  able  to  work  with
the  public  implies  that  that  electroencephalographic
dictionary has now grown in its vocabulary to much more than a
meager 2,000 words. And obviously, as Ms. Naylor experienced,
and as the article implies, such a technology could be a two-
way door, not only from the individual “typing” thoughts, but
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also into that individual.

But  there’s  another  lesson  here,  another  implication.  As
noted, this “electroencephalographic dictionary” work began in
the  1970s.  That,  at  least,  is  the  publicly  available
information, though it does not strain reason to assume the
research began in secrecy prior to that. But even then, that
1970s research was not “public” in the sense that it was
widely known outside the narrow professional group conducting
and/or funding that research. So stop and consider: from the
1970s, to this now fully public article and its implications 
in 2019, is a period of 49 years, which we can “round up” to a
nice even 50 years. In other words, there’s been a lag of
about  half  a  century  between  the  actual  development  of  a
capability  that  was  clearly  done  in  the  “black  projects
world,” and its initial appearance as a concept available to
the wide public.  And that’s not factoring in the possible and
in my opinion probable exploration of that capability entirely
in secret for any number of  years before its acknowledgement
to the professional public.

Half a century.

See you on the flip side…

Psychiatric  Drugs  Create
Violence  &  Suicide:  Mass
Shootings  &  Other
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Conscienceless Acts
Thanks to Dr. Richard Alan Miller for sending this our way.

Source: CCHR International

 

CCHR International has launched its campaign to educate law
enforcement,  policy  makers  and  school  officials  about
violence- and suicide-inducing drug risks with the release of
its  new  report,  Psychiatric  Drugs  Create  Violence  &
Suicide—School  Shootings  &  Other  Acts  of  Violence.

The 64-page report details more than 60 examples of school and
mass shootings and other senseless violent acts committed by
those  under  the  influence  of  psychotropic  drugs  or
experiencing serious withdrawal from them. It also provides
information on more than 30 studies that link antidepressants,
antipsychotics,  psychostimulants,  mood  stabilizers  and
sedative hypnotics to adverse effects that include hostility,
mania, aggression, self-harm, suicide and homicidal thoughts.

 

[For understanding more about the “false flag” aspect of mass
shootings, as related to global mind control and social
engineering, see the work of Ole Dammegard.  — Kathleen]
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How  Google  Threatens  Your
Children
Source: Mercola

by Dr. Joseph Mercola
August 6, 2019

 

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

More than half of American K-12 schools use Chromebooks
and Google apps, allowing Google to build brand loyalty
from an early age
Google’s  primary  business  is  tracking,  compiling,
storing and selling personal data. By capturing children
at an early age, it will be able to build the most
comprehensive  personality  profiles  of  the  population
ever conceived
By the time these children have grown into adulthood,
every single preference, thought, belief and proclivity
will be known about them, which will make them extremely
vulnerable to manipulation
Google  allows  hundreds  of  third-party  software
developers to access the emails of Gmail users, and
they’re not just using software to scan for keywords. In
some cases, employees are actually reading the emails
By default, Google Chrome allows any and all tracker
cookies to follow your every move online

 

Google is without a doubt the largest and clearest monopoly on
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the  planet.  It  dominates  online  searches  and  advertising,
which in and of itself leads to automatic bias. As noted by
Google’s founders Sergey Brin and Lawrence Page in their 1998
paper, “The Anatomy of a Large-Scale Hypertextual Web Search
Engine,” “… [W]e expect that advertising funded search engines
will be inherently biased towards the advertisers and away
from the needs of consumers.”

Google has also infiltrated many other areas of our day-to-day
lives, having acquired dozens of other companies you might not
realize belong to Google or its parent company, Alphabet.

Among  the  most  well-known  are  YouTube,  the  largest  video
platform on the web, and Android, one of the most popular
operating  systems  worldwide.   Google  also  has  significant
influence over urban development,  health care and childhood
education.

Google has become ubiquitous in American classrooms

Google’s influence over young children has been a concern for
years.  As  noted  in  a  2014  article  in  the  International
Business Times, “How Google Took Over the American Classroom
and Is Creating a Gmail generation”:

“Google apps, services and increasingly, Chromebooks, have
become ubiquitous in the American classroom and it’s not hard
to understand why: they require no expensive hardware, they
never need to be updated, and they’re free, an important
consideration for cash-strapped districts …

South Carolina’s Richland School District 2 boasts 22,000
Chromebooks, which covers a student populace nearing 27,000,
who also use Google Apps.

That makes for a sizeable student population that will become
accustomed to utilizing Google services … ‘Education is at
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the core of Google’s mission — to remove the four walls of
the classroom and make the world’s information accessible to
all students,’ a Google spokeswoman said.”

 

Google will know everything about your child

However, for all its conveniences, Google poses a very real
threat to all these children. As noted in a 2017 article in
The New York Times — which details the strategic moves that
allowed Google to take over the American classroom — “schools
may be giving Google more than they are getting: generations
of future customers.”

In 2012, less than 1% of the tablets and laptops used in the
U.S. school system were Google Chromebooks. By 2015, more than
half  the  devices  sold  to  K-12  schools  were  Chromebooks,
equipped  with  a  free  suite  of  Google  apps  and  education-
specific programs.

When  you  consider  Google’s  primary  business  is  tracking,
compiling, storing and selling personal data, by capturing
children at an early age, it will be able to build the most
comprehensive  personality  profiles  of  the  population  ever
conceived  —  and  there’s  no  opt-out  feature  for  this  data
gathering.  As reported by The Washington Post in 2015:

“… [I]n a filing with the Federal Trade Commission, the
Electronic  Frontier  Foundation  (EFF)  argued  Google  is
tracking nearly everything students are doing when they are
signed into their Google accounts and, in some cases, using
that information to build profiles and serve them targeted
ads in certain Google programs.”

By the time these children have grown into adulthood, every
single  preference,  thought,  belief  and  proclivity  will  be
known about them, which will make them extremely vulnerable to



manipulation, not only through targeted advertising but also
through what might be called customized censorship or targeted
social engineering — in essence, the strategy of tailoring the
information any given individual can see in order to shape and
mold their prejudices and ideas. The Washington Post writes:

“Google makes $30 per device by selling management services
for the millions of Chromebooks that ship to schools. But by
habituating students to its offerings at a young age, Google
obtains something much more valuable.

Every year, several million American students graduate from
high school. And not only does Google make it easy for those
who have school Google accounts to upload their trove of
school Gmail, Docs and other files to regular Google consumer
accounts — but schools encourage them to do so …

That doesn’t sit well with some parents. They warn that
Google could profit by using personal details from their
children’s school email to build more powerful marketing
profiles of them as young adults …

Unlike Apple or Microsoft, which make money primarily by
selling devices or software services, Google derives most of
its revenue from online advertising — much of it targeted
through sophisticated use of people’s data …

‘Unless we know what is collected, why it is collected, how
it is used and a review of it is possible, we can never
understand with certainty how this information could be used
to help or hurt a kid,’ said Bill Fitzgerald of Common Sense
Media, a children’s advocacy group, who vets the security and
privacy of classroom apps.”

 



Google teaches children to trust the least trustworthy

While most adults are now at least somewhat aware that Google
is spying on their every move and selling their personal data,
children are simply too young to understand the long-term
ramifications of this pervasive data gathering. (To get an
idea of the kind of information tracked and stored, see “What
Kind of Information Does Google and Facebook Have on You?”)

Children are extremely vulnerable to influence of all kinds,
and Google is taking full advantage of this. As pointed out by
a Berkeley, California, teacher in a May 2018 article in The
Outline:

“The video game Interland is part of Google’s ‘Be Internet
Awesome’ curriculum aimed at ‘helping kids be safe, confident
explorers of the online world’ … The game’s release was met
with positive reviews that completely miss the point …

Interland  sells  to  kids  the  message  that  Google  is  a
trustworthy  arbiter  of  online  safety  and  privacy.  And
Interland is only one of many ways this message has become
increasingly embedded in K-12 school classrooms …

Beyond datamining, some parents and privacy advocates have
expressed concern that even when kids are explicitly taught
how to safeguard their personal information online, school-
mandated Chromebooks and Google accounts implicitly train
kids  to  accept  surveillance  and  hand  over  personal
information  …

Be  Internet  Awesome  implicitly  signals  to  students  that
Google is synonymous with privacy and safety. By focusing
solely on personal choices, the program suggests that the
power to protect personal information lies entirely within
one’s own hands and locates responsibility for doing so with
the individual.

There’s nothing wrong with telling students not to send money

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2018/04/18/google-and-facebook.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2018/04/18/google-and-facebook.aspx


to someone claiming to be a Nigerian prince but for most
people, most of the time, there is greater danger in all the
usual and perfectly legal ways of persuading us to part with
our money …

[J]ust  as  the  greater  threat  to  our  privacy,  as  anyone
compromised in the Experian hack can tell you, comes not
from, or not only from, crappy passwords but from numerous
ways we are tracked without our permission or knowledge.”

 

Google and third parties have access to your Gmail

One particularly offensive invasion of privacy is Google’s
snooping into Gmail emails. According to a July 2018 Wall
Street Journal report, Google allows hundreds of third-party
software developers to access the emails of Gmail users, and
they’re  not  necessarily  just  using  software  to  scan  for
keywords. In some cases, employees are actually going in and
reading the emails.

“One of those companies is Return Path Inc., which collects
data for marketers by scanning the inboxes of more than two
million people who have signed up for one of the free apps in
Return Path’s partner network using a Gmail, Microsoft Corp.
or Yahoo email address,” The Wall Street Journal writes.

“Computers normally do the scanning, analyzing about 100
million emails a day. At one point about two years ago,
Return Path employees read about 8,000 unredacted emails to
help train the company’s software, people familiar with the
episode say.

In another case, employees of Edison Software, another Gmail
developer that makes a mobile app for reading and organizing
email, personally reviewed the emails of hundreds of users to
build a new feature, says Mikael Berner, the company’s CEO.



Letting  employees  read  user  emails  has  become  ‘common
practice’ for companies that collect this type of data, says
Thede  Loder,  the  former  chief  technology  officer  at
eDataSource Inc. … Neither Return Path nor Edison asked users
specifically  whether  it  could  read  their  emails.  Both
companies say the practice is covered by their user agreement
…

Neither Return Path nor Edison mentions the possibility of
humans viewing users’ emails in their privacy policies. Mr.
Berner says he believes Edison’s privacy policy covers this
practice by telling users the company collects and stores
personal  messages  to  improve  its  artificial-intelligence
algorithms.”

According to The Wall Street Journal, Gmail has 1.4 billion
users worldwide — “more users than the next 25 largest email
providers  combined.”  While  Google  claims  to  have  stopped
scanning Gmail emails for the purpose of creating targeted
advertising after being slapped with a class-action lawsuit in
2017, accusing the company of illegal wiretapping, it seems
quite clear privacy is not a guarantee when using Gmail for
your personal or business correspondence.

Making matters worse, while Google’s developer agreement does
not allow third-parties to store, make permanent copies of, or
expose  a  user’s  private  data,  Google  doesn’t  emphasize
enforcement of those policies, developers told The Wall Street
Journal.

Is Google developing dossiers on children? You bet

Getting  back  to  your  children,  is  Google  developing
personality dossiers on them? According to a 2017 report by
the Electronic Frontier Foundation, a nonprofit focused on
“defending civil liberties in the digital world,” the answer
is yes. As reported in its executive summary:



“Throughout EFF’s investigation over the past two years, we
have found that educational technology services often collect
far more information on kids than is necessary and store this
information indefinitely.

This privacy-implicating information goes beyond personally
identifying information (PII) like name and date of birth,
and can include browsing history, search terms, location
data, contact lists, and behavioral information.

Some  programs  upload  this  student  data  to  the  cloud
automatically  and  by  default.  All  of  this  often  happens
without  the  awareness  or  consent  of  students  and  their
families.

In short, technology providers are spying on students — and
school  districts,  which  often  provide  inadequate  privacy
policies or no privacy policy at all, are unwittingly helping
them do it.”

 

Your child’s school may be spying on your home life too

PJ Media reports there have also been incidents where school
employees have remotely accessed students’ computers while in
their homes. This surprising trend was revealed by the ACLU in
the summer of 2017. In a June 15 article on UCLA.org, Marcela
Betancur writes:

“Most Rhode Island school districts participate in ‘1-1’
programs — in which third parties provide free laptop devices
to students for the school year … We recently found out that
most of the state’s participating schools give themselves the
ability  to  remotely  spy  on  their  students  through  these
loaned devices.

We published our findings early this month in a report titled
‘High School Non-Confidential: How School-Loaned Computers



May Be Peering Into Your Home’ … The report found that more
than  60  percent  of  Rhode  Island  school  districts  today
participate in the 1-1 program.

It also discovered that a majority of those districts allow
school officials or administrators to remotely access the
device — while a student is at home, without their knowledge,
and without any suspicion of misconduct.

We know from an outrageous Pennsylvania case, in which school
administrators were found to have activated webcams to spy on
students in their homes, that this obvious privacy concern is
not hypothetical. Yet only six districts specifically stated
in their policies that they would not remotely access the
webcams or microphones of devices distributed through the
programs.”

When it comes to potential privacy invasions by your child’s
school,  you’ll  need  to  address  such  concerns  with  school
administrators. There are, however, some ways to limit the
amount of information Google can gather on your child. In its
January 23, 2018, issue under “How to keep Google From Spying
on Your Kid’s Chromebook,” Laptop Magazine provides detailed
instructions on which settings to check or uncheck to minimize
the data flow.

Google Chrome is an open-door invitation for spying

If you value your privacy at all you will want to STOP USING
CHROME immediately. I installed the Brave browser earlier this
year and it already has blocked one quarter million ads and
34,000 trackers.

In  a  June  21,  2019,  article,  Washington  Post  technology
columnist Geoffrey Fowler highlights the problems with Google
Chrome specifically, noting that in one weeklong web surfing
experiment, Chrome “ushered more than 11,000 tracker cookies

https://brave.com/download/


into our browser,” and that “Seen from the inside, [Google’s]
Chrome browser looks a lot like surveillance software.”

The  experiment  led  Fowler  to  switch  to  Mozilla’s  Firefox
browser,  in  which  privacy  protection  is  the  default.  In
Fowler’s weeklong test, Firefox automatically blocked 11,189
tracker requests — cookies that companies and data tracking
firms use to gather information about the websites you visit
in order to build your personality profile.

Surprisingly, Fowler discovered tracking cookies from websites
“you would think would be private,” such as Aetna and the
Federal Student Aid department. Both “surreptitiously told the
data giants every time I pulled up the insurance and loan
service’s log-in pages,” Fowler writes.

He  also  discovered  that  Chrome  automatically  logs  you  in
whenever you use Gmail, thereby allowing Google to track your
activity and collect information for personalized ads without
your knowledge (since you didn’t specifically log in). When
doing an online search using Chrome on your Android cellphone,
it  also  shares  your  location  with  Google,  even  if  you’ve
turned off location sharing.

“At a minimum, Web snooping can be annoying. Cookies are how
a pair of pants you look at in one site end up following you
around in ads elsewhere. More fundamentally, your Web history
— like the color of your underpants — ain’t nobody’s business
but your own. Letting anyone collect that data leaves it ripe
for abuse by bullies, spies and hackers,” Fowler writes,
adding:

“There  are  ways  to  defang  Chrome,  which  is  much  more
complicated than just using ‘Incognito Mode.’ But it’s much
easier to switch to a browser not owned by an advertising
company … I’ve chosen Firefox, which works across phones,
tablets, PCs and Macs. Apple’s Safari is also a good option
on Macs, iPhones and iPads, and the niche Brave browser goes



even further in trying to jam the ad-tech industry.”

 

Google plan: Dictate outcome of 2020 presidential election

Google (or more accurately, Alphabet, the rebranded parent
company that houses all of the various divisions) has become a
gigantic octopus-like super entity, the tentacles of which
reach  into  government,  food  production,  health  care,
education, military applications and the creation of AIs that
may run more or less independently.

A key component of many of these enterprises is data — your
personal usage data; the tracking of every webpage you’ve ever
visited and every single thought you’ve ever written on a
Google-enabled  device,  along  with  geo  tracking  your  every
move.

Ultimately, what can be done with that kind of information,
besides personalized advertising? How might it be used in
combination with military AI-equipped robots? How might it be
used to influence your health care decisions? How might it be
used to influence your lifestyle decisions?

How might (or is) it used to shape politics and society at
large?  As  reported  June  24,  2019,  by  Project  Veritas,
undercover footage shows Google executive Jen Gennai making
statements that raise strong suspicions about the company’s
intent to manipulate the 2020 U.S. presidential elections. The
video caught the attention of U.S. Rep. Louie Gohmert, R-
Texas, who issued a statement:

“This video shows Google’s biases are now a threat to a free
and fair election, all while they hide behind the immunity
given by Congress years ago when they were supposed to be a
simple ‘town square’ where everyone’s voice could be heard
without biased results.



In  fact,  Google  references  a  significant  role  they  see
themselves fulfilling in the 2020 elections. This discovery
should set off alarm bells throughout the country. It is no
secret that Google has a political agenda. Multiple brave
tech  insiders  have  stepped  forward  and  exposed  Google’s
censorship of content and specialized algorithms.

This media giant’s ‘social justice narrative’ should distress
all Americans who value a free and open society. Google
should  not  be  deciding  whether  content  is  important  or
trivial and they most assuredly should not be meddling in our
election process. They need their immunity stripped and to be
properly pursued by class action lawsuits by those they have
knowingly harmed.”

As discussed in “Google Buries Mercola in Their Latest Search
Engine  Update”  Part  1  and  Part  2,  the  holistic  health
community  as  a  whole  has  most  definitely  been  harmed  by
Google’s censorship and search algorithms, but we’re likely
just the beginning. Given time, there’s no doubt in my mind
the  online  censorship  will  spread  across  all  fields  of
endeavor, eliminating views deemed to be in opposition to its
goals and financial aims.

It’s time to dethrone Google

Today,  being  a  conscious  consumer  includes  making  wise,
informed decisions about technology. Anyone who has spent even
a small amount of time pondering the ramifications of Google’s
ever-growing monopoly over our day-to-day lives is likely to
shudder at the possibilities, and agree that we cannot allow
this to continue. To be part of the solution, I encourage you
to take the following actions:

Boycott Google by avoiding any and all Google products:

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2019/06/24/google-latest-algorithm-update-buries-mercola.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2019/06/25/google-broad-core-algorithm-update-buries-mercola.aspx
http://www.goopocalypse.com/


Stop using Google search engines. Alternatives include
DuckDuckGo and Startpage
Uninstall  Google  Chrome  and  use  Brave  or  Opera
browser instead, available for all computers and mobile
devices.  From  a  security  perspective,  Opera  is  far
superior  to  Chrome  and  offers  a  free  VPN  service
(virtual  private  network)  to  further  preserve  your
privacy
If you have a Gmail account, try a non-Google email
service such as ProtonMail, an encrypted email service
based in Switzerland

Stop using Google docs. Digital Trends has published an
article suggesting a number of alternatives

If you’re a high school student, do not convert the
Google accounts you created as a student into personal
accounts

Sign the “Don’t be evil” petition created by Citizens
Against Monopoly

 

https://youtu.be/LT4x9OBMcjA

x

Top  5  “Conspiracy  Theories”
That Turned Out to Be True
Source:  The Corbett Report
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by James Corbett
May 19, 2019

We  all  know  the  old  trope  of  the  tinfoil  hat  wearing
conspiracy  theorist  who  believes  crazy  things  like  “the
government is spying on us” and “the military is spraying
things in the sky” and “the CIA ships in the drugs.” Except
those things aren’t so crazy after all. Here are five examples
of things that were once derided as zany conspiracy paranoia
and are now accepted as mundane historical fact.

 

https://youtu.be/wO5oJM8GjWA

Watch this video on BitChute / DTube / YouTube or Download the
mp4

 

TRANSCRIPT

We  all  know  the  old  trope  of  the  tinfoil  hat  wearing
conspiracy  theorist  who  believes  crazy  things  like  “the
government is spying on us” and “the military is spraying
things in the sky” and “the CIA ships in the drugs.”

Except those things aren’t so crazy after all. As it turns
out,  many  of  the  old  “conspiracy  theorist”  fantasies  are
actually true.

Here are five examples of things that were once derided as
zany  conspiracy  paranoia  and  are  now  accepted  as  mundane
historical fact.

#1 – The CIA Ships in the Drugs

The Central Intelligence Agency, the most well-known branch of
America’s shadowy intelligence community, features in a number
of popular conspiracy theories. One of the theories about the
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CIA’s dirty dealings that has been around for decades is that
the agency helps bring illegal drugs into the United States.

But this isn’t just a theory. In fact, the CIA has been
involved in drug running from its very inception.

Just months after its creation in 1947, the agency began a
relationship with the Corsican mafiathat controlled the Old
Port  of  Marseille  in  post-war  France.  That  relationship
involved a quid pro quo: The CIA would protect the mafia if
the mafia would keep the Communists from taking control of the
port. In this case “protecting the mafia” meant protecting
their  most  lucrative  business,  which  just  happened  to  be
smuggling  heroin  into  the  United  States.  This  “French
Connection” thrived for decades, with the majority of the
heroin in the US in the post-war period coming via France
under the watchful eye of the CIA.

From  the  Korean  War  to  the  Vietnam  War  and  beyond,  CIA-
supported warlords used CIA-run airlines like Air America to
ship  heroin  from  the  “Golden  Triangle”  at  the  borders  of
Thailand,  Laos,  and  Myanmar.  As  even  The  New  York
Times reported, the agency prevented the Bureau of Narcotics
and Dangerous Drugs from monitoring drug trafficking in the
region.  They  even  stopped  an  investigation  into  “an  Air
America DC-3 loaded with heroin packed into boxes of Tide soap
powder” that had been seized on its way to the US.

In the 1980s yet more agency involvement in drug smuggling
rings  came  to  light.  This  time  it  was  drug  traffickers
connected to the Contras in Nicaragua that received help from
the agency. After the Contra-connected trafficking came to
light, a Senate investigation headed by Senator John Kerry
confirmed government complicity in the drug trade.

BOB MCKEOWN: As for the CIA, it’s denied ever aiding or
condoning drug smuggling.

JOHN KERRY: Reports were reaching the highest councils of our

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unione_Corse
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government, in the White House and in the Justice Department.
There is no question of that. I can document that.

MCKEOWN: The White House and Justice Department disputed
Kerry’s  report  at  the  time.  But  he  still  believes  some
government officials turned a blind eye toward drug dealing
in the mid-1980s, after the time at the heart of Gary Webb’s
stories.

SOURCE: A Crack in the Story — NBC Dateline (13 June 1997)

In the 1990s, award-winning journalist Gary Webb traced the
Contras’ CIA-protected backers to cocaine shipments into the
US, and, ultimately, to the crack epidemic of the 1980s.

Stories of CIA drug running continue to be covered up almost
as quickly as they are exposed, from the CIA Beech 200 that
was apprehended in Nicaragua with 1100 kilos of cocaine to the
crash of a Grumman Gulfstream II that had been used for CIA
rendition flights that was carrying 3.3 tons of Columbian
cocaine. Then there’s the CIA’s relationship with Afghan drug
warlord Ahmed Wali Karzai in Afghanistan and the admission
that the Sinaloa cartel was aided by US agencies and the
recent  confession  that  famed  Columbian  drug  king  Pablo
Escobar worked for the CIA.

At this point, the fact that the Central Intelligence Agency
has facilitated drug running into the United States is one of
the worst kept secrets in history.

MICHAEL RUPPERT: I will tell you, Director Deutch, as a
former Los Angeles police narcotics detective that the agency
has dealt drugs throughout this country for a long time.

SOURCE: Michael Ruppert Confronts CIA Director John Deutch

#2 – The government is spraying us from the skies
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It  is  incumbent  on  everyone  who  wishes  to  remain  in  the
respectable, polite circles of society that they deride all
chemtrail theorists as kooky fringe-nut wingbats (or whatever
the ad hominem du jour is). I mean, who could actually believe
that the government would ever coordinate a program to spray
toxic chemicals on unwitting citizens?

Except, of course, for the pesky little fact that the US
government has done precisely that. Repeatedly, in fact.

Like in the San Francisco Bay Area in 1950. The US Navy
conducted an experiment they codenamed “Operation Sea-Spray,”
in which they secretly sprayed the population with Serratia
marcescens, a “rod-shaped gram-negative bacteria” that just
happens to be a human pathogen.

And what did the Navy hope to accomplish with this experiment?
Why, to “determine the susceptibility of a big city like San
Francisco to a bioweapon attack by terrorists,” of course.

And what did they actually accomplish? The death of at least
one person and the hospitalization of many others.

Which, I suppose, answers the experimenters’ question, doesn’t
it? Are San Franciscans susceptible to a bioweapon attack by
terrorists? Well, yes, evidently . . . assuming by the word
“terrorist” you mean the US Navy.

So surely this type of thing was just a one-off. They never
tried something like this before or since, right? . . . Right?

. . . Oh, of course they did.

Like in 1953, when “the U.S. Army secretly dumped a carcinogen
on unknowing Canadians in Winnipeg and Alberta” as part of a
cold war weapons test.

In fact, in 1977 the U.S. Army   that they “conducted 239 germ
warfare tests in open air between 1949 and 1969,” using the
public as human guinea pigs in New York, San Francisco, Key
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West, and numerous other cities.

But don’t worry, everyone. I’m sure the government wouldn’t be
doing anything like this to the unaware masses today. That’s
just crazy talk.

JEFF FERRELL: KSLA News 12 discovered chemtrails are even
mentioned by name in the initial draft of House Bill 2977
back  in  2001  under  the  Space  Preservation  Act.  But  the
military denies any such program exists. Jeff Ferrell, KSLA
News 12 reporting.

ANCHOR: And you know it turns out [that] until nine years ago
the government had the right under US law to conduct secret
testing on the American public under specific conditions.
Only a public outcry repealed part of that law, with some
exceptions.

SOURCE: KSLA News 12 report on chemtrails

#3 – Governments stage terror attacks

Over the last decade internet conspiracy analysts have brought
the term “false flag” to the public consciousness.

In naval warfare, a “false flag” refers to an attack where a
vessel flies a flag other than their true battle flag before
engaging their enemy. It is a trick, designed to deceive the
enemy about the true nature and origin of an attack, and it
has been used over and over by government after government for
hundreds of years in order to motivate their people for war.

In the 1780s, Swedish King Gustav III—looking to start a war
with Russia in order to shore up his own domestic political
power—dressed  some  of  his  own  troops  in  Russian  military
uniforms and ordered them to attack a Swedish outpost on the
Russian border. The ruse worked, and the Swedes, outraged at
this supposedly “Russian” attack, gave the king the authority
to launch a “defensive” war.

https://youtu.be/-7PTfSviH48


In 1931, the Japanese were looking for a pretext to invade
Manchuria. On September 18th of that year, a Lieutenant in the
Imperial Japanese Army detonated a small amount of TNT along a
Japanese-owned railway in the Manchurian city of Mukden. The
act was blamed on Chinese dissidents and used to justify the
occupation  of  Manchuria  just  six  months  later.  When  the
deception was later exposed, Japan was diplomatically shunned
and forced to withdraw from the League of Nations.

In 1954, the Israelis hired a number of Egyptian Jews to plant
bombs in American and British cinemas, libraries, and other
civilian targets to be blamed on the Muslim Brotherhood or
other malcontents. The plan, known as the Lavon Affair, was
part of an effort to convince the British to retain their
military presence in the occupied Suez Canal zone. Several
bombings took place, but the British were ultimately forced
out after Nasser nationalized the canal in 1956.

In August 1964, the USS Maddox, a US destroyer on patrol in
the Gulf of Tonkin, believed it had come under attack from
North  Vietnamese  Navy  torpedo  boats,  engaging  in  evasive
action and returning fire. The incident led to the Gulf of
Tonkin resolution authorizing President Johnson to begin open
warfare in Vietnam. It was later admitted that no attack had
occurred,  and  in  2005  it  was  revealed  that  the  NSA
had manipulated their information to make it look like an
attack had taken place.

In June 1967, the Israelis attacked the USS Liberty, a US Navy
technical research ship conducting maneuvers off the coast of
Egypt.  The  ship  was  strafed  relentlessly  for  hours  in  an
attempt to blame the attack on Egypt and draw the Americans
into the Six Day War, but amazingly the crew managed to keep
the  ship  afloat.  In  2007,  newly  released  NSA
intercepts  confirmed  that  the  Israelis  knew  they  were
attacking an American ship, not an Egyptian ship as their
cover story has maintained.
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In the fall of 1999, a wave of bloody apartment bombings swept
through  Russian  cities,  killing  293  people  and  causing
widespread panic. Although blamed on Chechen terrorists, later
that month FSB agents were caught planting the exact same type
of bombs as in the other blasts. The government claimed that
the FSB bomb was part of a “security exercise” but the terror
hysteria  of  the  apartment  bombings  were  used  to  justify
Russian aggression in Chechnya and win public approval for a
full-scale  war.  Russian  troops  entered  Chechnya  the  next
month.

In 2001, attacks in New York and Washington are blamed on Al
Qaeda as a pretext for invading Afghanistan. In the months
leading  up  to  the  event,  American  negotiators  had  warned
Afghanistan’s Taliban that they were interested in securing
right of way for proposed pipeline projects, and the US would
achieve this with either a carpet of gold or a carpet of
bombs. The Bush administration’s first major national security
directive, NSPD-9, a full-scale battle plan for the invasion
of Afghanistan, including command and control, air and ground
forces,  and  logistics,  was  drafted  and  sitting  on  the
President’s desk to be signed off on September 4, 2001, seven
days  before  the  9/11  attacks.  The  invasion  proceeded  as
planned in October.

Naturally, mainstream commentators have to pretend that “false
flags” and staged terror incidents are ludicrous flights of
fancy that have no historical precedent . . . unless they’re
talking about one of their enemies, like Russia, staging a
false flag incident. Then it’s perfectly acceptable.

#4  –  The  CIA  ran  mind  control  experiments  on  unwitting
Americans

Ever hear the “theory” that the government abducted people
against their will and experimented on them to study mind
control techniques and mind-altering chemicals? Well, it isn’t
a theory, it’s a documented fact. The US government did run

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y9cRoXgawVA
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just  such  a  program,  dubbed  Project  MKULTRA,  and  it  was
exposed in the 1970s. . . or at least parts of it were.

What we don’t know about Project MKULTRA and its affiliated
subprojects could probably fill several warehouses with books,
but what we do know is voluminous (and scary) enough. The
formerly top-secret program was as horrific as any dystopian
fantasy ever devised . . . and is now openly acknowledged and
documented.

Even the Wikipedia article on the subject admits that the
project  was  completely  illegal,  employed  unwitting  test
subjects, and attempted to “manipulate people’s mental states
and  alter  brain  functions  through  the  “surreptitious
administration of drugs (especially LSD) and other chemicals,
hypnosis, sensory deprivation, isolation, verbal and sexual
abuse (including the sexual abuse of children), and other
forms of torture.”

Some aspects of the MKULTRA nightmare are relatively well-
known by now.

One series of experiments, presided over by Sidney Gottlieb,
involved administering LSD to unwitting Americans, including
mental patients, prisoners, drug addicts and prostitutes. This
included “Operation Midnight Climax” in which unsuspecting men
were drugged and lured to CIA safe houses by prostitutes on
the CIA payroll. Their sexual activity was monitored behind
one-way  mirrors  and  used  to  study  the  effect  of  sexual
blackmail and the use of mind-altering substances in field
operations.

Another experiment, dubbed MKULTRA Subproject 68, was overseen
by the esteemed psychiatrist Dr. Ewen Cameron. This subproject
involved Dr. Cameron using LSD, paralytic drugs, electroshock
therapy and drug-induced comas to attempt to wipe patients’
memories and reprogram their psyche. When brought to light,
the program was identified as an attempt to refine methods of

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_MKUltra
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medical torture for the purpose of extracting information from
unwilling  sources  and  condemned.  Lawsuits  regarding  the
blatantly  illegal  experimentation  conducted  by
Cameron  continue  to  this  day.

Yet despite CIA assurances that the program was scrapped in
1973 (“would the CIA ever lie to us?”), documentary evidence
continues to emerge that the program was far more extensive
and horrific than the public was ever told.

But simply pointing to the documented horrors that took place
during the officially acknowledged period of the officially
acknowledged  program’s  officially  acknowledged  existence  is
enough  to  make  even  the  most  stubborn  conspiracy  deniers
squirm in their seats.

MELISSA DYKES: MKULTRA would mostly be remembered for its
drug experiments.

DOCTOR:  I’m  going  to  give  you  this  cup  which  contains
lysergic acid 100 micrograms.

NARRATOR:  That’s  “acid.”  Characterized  by  hallucinations,
illusions, distortions of perception and thinking.

NEWS  ANCHOR:  John  Gittinger,  recently  retired  chief
psychologist  for  the  CIA.

GITTINGER: You could disable a whole city by putting a very
small amount in our water supply.

DYKES: Everything from prostitution studies to poisions to
top-secret  weapons  like  the  heart  attack  gun  grabbed
headlines with the sensational accounts of the CIA’s sketchy
techniques.

SENATOR: You’ve brought with you some of those devices which
would have enabled the CIA to use this poison for . . .

CIA REPRESENTATIVE: We have indeed.

https://www.corbettreport.com/interview-1361-new-world-next-week-with-james-evan-pilato/


SENATOR: . . . for killing people?

NEWS ANCHOR 2: Good evening. The White House disclosed today
that the CIA’s drug testing program on unsuspecting Americans
had been more expensive than the agency had admitted.

SPEAKER: . . . CIA secretly funneled money through scores of
research  foundations,  colleges,  hospitals,  and  clinics,
including a $375,000 grant through the Shifter [?] Research
Fund here in Washington.

DYKES: The complex and compartmentalized management of such a
large project through front groups and with the participation
of countless agencies and institutions to carry out secret
research should be a testament to just how sophisticated and
shadowy government science had become.

SPEAKER  2:  They’re  names  of  doctors,  they’re  names  of
officials, they’re names of former and present CIA officials
who were involved, they’re names of hospitals. And depending
on how you treat it, it could be sensational.

SOURCE: The Minds of Men | Official Documentary by Aaron &
Melissa Dykes

#5 – Chemicals are turning the friggin’ frogs . . . female

You’ve probably seen the memes about it. It’s one of the best
known and most parodied conspiracy memes of recent years,
constantly held up as an example of how utterly deranged and
off base-online conspiracy theorists are. *MEME. After all,
everyone knows that chemicals in the water aren’t turning the
frogs gay. They’re turning them female.

Reports began to emerge on this phenomenon a decade ago, like
this one from LiveScience: “Pesticide Turns Male Frogs into
Females,”  which  points  out  that  scientific  research  is
demonstrating  that  “a  commonly  used  pesticide  known  as
atrazine  can  turn  male  frogs  into  females  that  are

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LQucESRF3Sg
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https://www.livescience.com/10957-pesticide-turns-male-frogs-females.html


successfully  able  to  reproduce.”

Atrazine, it turns out, is a weed killer used primarily on
corn crops, and can cause “sexual abnormalities” in frogs,
such  as  hermaphroditism  (having  both  male  and  female  sex
organs).  The  study  from  2010  further  discovered  that
atrazine’s  effects  are  long-lasting  and  can  influence
reproduction  in  amphibians.

The  results  suggest  that  atrazine  could  have  potentially
harmful effects on populations of amphibians, animals that are
already experiencing a global decline. And despite the steady
flow of funny memes this observation has generated, this is no
laughing  matter.  As  study  author  Tyrone  B.  Hayes  of  the
University  of  California,  Berkeley  explains,  the  study
suggests that atrazine—which is banned in Europe—could have
potentially  harmful  effects  on  populations  of  amphibians,
animals that are already experiencing a global decline.

Though there’s no mention of the frogs’ sexual preferences,
pesticides are admittedly bending the genders of amphibians.
And to top it all off, since atrazine interferes with the
production of the sex hormone estrogen, present in people and
frogs, the findings could have implications for humans as
well.

But  it  isn’t  just  atrazine.  Over  the  last  century,  mass
manufacturing of plastics and other products have meant that
our environment is now awash in chemicals called “endocrine
disrupters”  which,  a  growing  body  of  research
suggests,  interferes  with  sperm  production  and  may  impair
human fertilization. These chemicals may be one of the reasons
that sperm counts are undergoing a dramatic drop in developed
countries  and  other  issues  with  men’s  health,  including
“testicular cancer, undescended testes and low sperm count.”

That’s actually a pretty big deal. But I guess if you want to
make trendy hipsters laugh, just tell them these completely

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4196979/
https://www.livescience.com/22694-global-sperm-count-decline.html
https://www.livescience.com/22694-global-sperm-count-decline.html
https://www.livescience.com/27455-otter-sex-organs-endocrine-disruptors.html


admitted  scientific  facts  about  the  pesticides  that  are
wreaking untold havoc on our environment and then do your best
impression of a loud-mouthed Texan ranting about gay frogs.
You’ll have your friends in stitches. Just don’t say it’s a
theory.

In Conclusion…

In truth, there are many many more examples of conspiracy
“theories” that turned out to be true, from the US government
knowingly injecting poor black sharecroppers with syphilis to
the CIA heart attack gun to the “anonymous” letter that the
FBI wrote to Martin Luther King urging him to kill himself.
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In 1961, a psychologist conducted an experiment demonstrating
how ordinary men and women could be induced to inflict torture
on complete strangers merely because an authority figure had
ordered them to do so. In 2001, the United States government
formed the Transportation Security Administration to subject
hundreds  of  millions  of  air  travelers  to  increasingly
humiliating and invasive searches and pat downs. These two
phenomena are not as disconnected as they may seem. Join us
today on The Corbett Report as we explore The TSA (and other
experiments in evil).
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In 1961, a psychologist conducted an experiment demonstrating
how ordinary men and women could be induced to inflict torture
on complete strangers merely because an authority figure had
ordered them to do so.

In  2001,  the  United  States  government  formed  the
Transportation Security Administration to subject hundreds of
millions  of  air  travelers  to  increasingly  humiliating  and
invasive searches and pat downs.

These two phenomena are not as disconnected as they may seem.

Today we explore The TSA (and other experiments in evil).

This is The Corbett Report.

In the midst of this year’s government shutdown, a story began
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to emerge: the safety of the skies was being threatened by the
effect  that  the  shutdown  was  having  on  workers  of  the
Transportation  Security  Administration  (TSA).

VICTOR OQUENDO: Good morning Robin, this place is a ghost
town. For the second day in a row the security checkpoint
here  at  Terminal  B  inside  of  Houston’s  George  Bush
Intercontinental Airport is shut down. Those are the ticket
counters right there behind me, they are empty as well.

SOURCE: Airport security checkpoints close amid shutdown

JAKE  TAPPER:  Hundreds  of  TSA  employees,  who  are  working
without pay right now, have called out from work this week.
At Dallas-Fort Worth alone sick calls are up almost 300%.

SOURCE: Hundreds of TSA employees are calling out sick amid
shutdown

DAGEN MCDOWELL: Also, the busiest airport in the world by
passenger traffic, the Atlanta Heartsfield Jackson Airport,
reported delays of more than an hour at checkpoints at times
on Monday.

SOURCE: TSA staffing shortages hit airports amid partial
government shutdown

ADRIENNE BAILON: “I was in JFK at 6:30am the other day and
they were playing that poopty scoop Kanye song and I felt
like I was in the Twilight Zone.” So ladies, what do you
think about these agents going from TSA to TS-heeeey? I feel
like whistle while you work. OK, you know what I’m saying?
You’re working without getting paid, at least have a good
time doing it but as long as it doesn’t get in the way of a
very significant and important job, which is the safety of
our air.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QUSHrHaQ8aU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_JIl3cvv5vU
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SOURCE:  Government  Shutdown:  TSA  Turns  to…  Explicit  Rap
Music?

While the TSA has been sold to the public as a valiant squad
of dedicated operatives working diligently to protect “the
safety of the air,” this public image could not be further
from the truth.

The  Transportation  Security  Administration  was  formally
established in November 2001 under the pretext of “fixing” the
system that had “somehow” allowed 19 men with box cutters to
supposedly commit the most egregious violation of American
airspace  in  history  (aided  in  no  small  part  by  the
simultaneous  “failure”  of  the  entire  American  intelligence
establishment and the most sophisticated air defense in the
world).  Originally  placed  under  the  Department  of
Transportation, it was just a matter of months before the
administration  was  transitioned  into  the  newly-created
Department  of  Homeland  Security  and  began  turning  the
relatively benign airport security procedures into an ordeal
that traumatizes and humiliates virtually everyone who has to
endure it.

FATHER: Rocco, they just gotta check you, OK? It’s no big
deal.

ROCCO: But I want to go with Mom.

FATHER: Yeah we’re going to go there and eat in a minute. I
know. It’s kinda weird, but it’s no big deal.

SOURCE: TSA Nabs Suspected Al Queda Terrorist At Chicago
Airport, A toddler in a wheelchair

GIO BENITEZ: Listen as little Lucy says something it’s hard
to imagine any 3 year old saying.

LUCY FORCK: I don’t want to go to Disney World.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qQc2Ut4mpLA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qQc2Ut4mpLA
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BENITEZ: What made the toddler so distraught her parents say,
was this:

TSA AGENT: It is illegal to do that.

BENITEZ: A run in with TSA screeners at Missouri’s Lambert
St. Louis International Airport.

SOURCE: Girl in Wheelchair, 3, Detained by TSA: Caught on
Tape

TSA AGENT: I’m also going to be doing a groin check, which
means that I’m going to place my hand on your hip and one on
your inner thigh, slowly go up and slide down.

JOHN TYNER: OK.

TSA AGENT: I’m going to do that two times in the front and
two times in the back.

TYNER: We can do that out here, but if you touch my junk I’m
going to have you arrested.

SOURCE: If You Touch My Junk, I’ll Have You Arrested – US
Airport security

MELISSA  DYKES:  I  mean,  I’m  sitting  here  right  now,  I’m
staring out the window and there’s an American flag flying on
this entry border thing for the airplane and it’s just such a
joke. It’s just . . . what exactly are we? What has America
become?

SOURCE: Why I Hate Flying in America…

If we are to take the establishment of the sprawling TSA
bureaucracy  and  the  invasive,  degrading  airport  security
procedures it has implemented at face value—that is, even if
we accept that the administration was set up to “fix” the
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holes in airport security—then the entire experiment can be
written off as a colossal failure.

Reports of TSA failures to find knives, massive shipments of
narcotics, loaded guns, and even the very types of box cutters
we are told were used on 9/11 have been so numerous over the
years that it would be impossible to enumerate them all. Even
just this past month, a passenger was able to sneak a gun onto
a Delta flight bound for Tokyo, but the TSA insisted that the
security failure had nothing to do with the shutdown; it was
just standard TSA incompetence.

Even  the  government’s  own  testing  of  TSA  procedures  has
confirmed time and again that the agency fails in providing
even the most basic level of security for airline passengers.

In 2006, government investigators found that they were able to
slip 75 percent of their fake bombs through checkpoints at
LAX, one of the busiest airports in America, and 60% through
Chicago O’Hare, one of the busiest airports in the world. A
2008 report from the Government Accountability Office blasted
a government program to test for “gaps” in airport security
because it failed to follow up on why these failures were
occurring.  In  November  of  2011  Congressional  investigators
issued their own blistering report on the agency, calling it
an  “enormous,  inflexible  and  distracted  bureaucracy”  and
pointing out that Americans “are no safer today than they were
before 9/11” despite the 60 billion dollars that had been
wasted on the administration up to that point.

But if we attack the TSA on grounds of incompetence, we risk
falling  into  a  carefully-laid  trap.  Proponents  of  this
governmental monstrosity will argue that what is needed is
more money to help the valiant guardians of the sky do their
job  properly.  They  will  point  to  the  shutdown  and  the
resulting mess at the airports as an example of how vital the
administration really is, and how important it is to continue
increasing  its  budget  so  it  can  add  ever  more  expensive
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weaponry to its arsenal of harassment.

No, it is not because of “incompetence” that we must condemn
the Orwellian nightmare unfolding at the airports every single
day. It is because this security theatre was never meant to
keep us safe in the first place. The TSA is not a well-
intentioned  agency  in  need  of  better  management  or  more
funding or more highly-trained agents. On the contrary. It is
doing precisely what it was created to do. The problem is that
most people do not know what it was created to do.

In order to understand the real purpose of this spectacularly
successful government agency, we need to revisit the Milgram
experiment.

In 1961, psychologist Stanley Milgram conducted a now-famous
experiment  into  the  public’s  propensity  to  obey  perceived
authority figures. In the experiment, ordinary men and women
were  tricked  into  administering  what  they  believed  to  be
painful and even fatal electric shocks to complete strangers
on the pretense that they were helping a scientist conducting
research into memory and learning.

RESEARCHER: We want to find out just what effect different
people have on each other as teachers and learners and also
what  effects  punishment  will  have  on  learning  in  this
situation.

SOURCE: Obedience (Dr. Stanley Milgram, 1962)

But that “memory research” was just a cover story. In fact,
both the scientist and the strangers were actors. The only one
not in on the sham was the one delivering the shocks. The real
experiment was designed to see how far those ordinary men and
women would go in inflicting torture on others when commanded
by a perceived authority figure.

SUBJECT A: Incorrect. You will now get a shock of 75 volts.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNqfPKWiRao


[Applies shock] Soft hair, he kinda did some yelling in
there.

RESEARCHER: Continue please.

SOURCE: Obedience (Dr. Stanley Milgram, 1962)

The study is famous in the annals of psychology because the
results  were  so  completely  unexpected.  Most  psychologists
predicted  that  only  a  very  small  percentage  of  the
participants in the study would continue delivering shocks
past the point where those shocks could be fatal. Instead, a
staggering 65% of the test participants proceeded all the way
to the maximum (supposedly lethal) voltage.

SUBJECT  B:  That  is  incorrect.  This  will  be  195  volts.
[Applies shock] The correct one was…

VICTIM: Let me out of here!

SUBJECT B: Slow dance.

VICTIM: Let me out of here my hearts bothering me. Let me out
of here, you have no right to keep me here. Let me out. Let
me out of here. Let me out my hearts bothering me!

RESEARCHER: Continue, please. Go on.

SUBJECT B: [Inaudible]

SOURCE: Obedience (Dr. Stanley Milgram, 1962)

Let’s repeat that. 65% of participants—ordinary men and women
who thought they were volunteering for a simple experiment
about memory and learning—were willing to deliver what they
sincerely  believed  to  be  potentially  fatal  doses  of
electricity to random strangers simply because an authority
figure assured them that it was necessary to continue with the
experiment.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNqfPKWiRao
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNqfPKWiRao


VICTIM: You have no right to hold me here!

SUBJECT B: The next phrase is ‘Fast’ …

VICTIM: Let me out, let me out, let me out of here!

SUBJECT B: Bird. Car. Train. Plane.

[Silence]

RESEARCHER: Continue, teacher.

SUBJECT B: That is incorrect. This will be 345 [volts]. The
correct answer is ‘Fast Bird.’

SOURCE: Obedience (Dr. Stanley Milgram, 1962)

So now let’s look at the TSA’s real role. No, they are not
there to keep us safe from the scary, turban-wearing Al-CIA-da
goblins. But they are running a giant, society-wide, real-
world Milgram experiment in obedience training. In this case,
though, there are no actors. Real people are really being
tortured,  molested,  degraded  and  subjected  to  the  most
demeaning public humiliation at the hands of badge-wearing
authority  figures.  And  this  time  the  subjects  of  the
experiment (the general public) are not being asked to deliver
a  shock.  They  are  not  being  asked  to  participate  in  the
torture, aid in the pat-downs, or help run the body scanners.

Instead, they are being asked not to participate. To sit. To
watch. To learn. This is what happens to those who resist.
This is what happens to random people who do not resist. This
is what happens to 96-year-old WWII veterans. This is what
happens  to  4-year-olds.  This  is  what  happens  to  pregnant
mothers. One day it will probably happen to you. And you, the
ordinary men and women who are made to watch these torture
sessions from the lengthy line up at the security gate, are
expected to do nothing. There is nothing you can do. Nothing
you will do.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNqfPKWiRao
https://www.activistpost.com/2018/05/96-year-old-wwii-vet-in-a-wheelchair-groped-and-molested-by-tsa-for-freedom.html
http://www.digitaljournal.com/article/323623
https://boston.cbslocal.com/2018/01/15/pregnant-mom-tsa-metal-detector-complaint/
https://boston.cbslocal.com/2018/01/15/pregnant-mom-tsa-metal-detector-complaint/


If the TSA is not an attempt to “keep the skies safe” after
all,  but  a  nearly  two-decade-long  experiment  in  obedience
training, then it cannot be denied that that experiment has
been remarkably successful.

REPORTER: The YouTube user who posted this wrote that the
agent subjected his kids to the pat downs because he had been
selected as usual for a security check because of his name.
We shared the video with TSA, the agency offering no comment
but directed me to the section of its pat-down policy that
says ‘officers will work with parents to resolve any alarms
at the checkpoint.’ TSA has modified screening procedures for
children 12 and under that reduces the likelihood of a pat-
down.

PASSENGER: Well I mean you got to follow the rules but in the
same regard I think that I’d probably have some apprehension.
I’d be a little bit upset about it.

ETHAN ROSENBERG: I have to do what they’re doing.

REPORTER: What you see in this video is familiar for 10 year
old Ethan Rosenberg.

ETHAN’S FATHER: Yes, he has to have a manual pat-down. He has
a cochlear implant, a medically implanted device.

REPORTER: Ethan’s dad describes his son’s pat-down every time
they fly as not a problem. Though Ethan clues us in on what
these kids could be feeling.
ETHAN: Well, sometimes it’s uncomfortable.
SOURCE: TSA search of children causes stir

People watch passively as the molestation and humiliation of
strangers unfolds mere steps away from them. No outcry. No
protest. No boycotts. No mass movements to stop these scenes
from playing out again.

Yes, there was a mass campaign to “Opt Out” of the TSA’s
invasive body scanners. A day was set, people were organized,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WlFjPRr88G8
https://www.wired.com/2010/11/national-opt-out/


a wave of Thanksgiving flyers were readying themselves to opt
out of the procedure and overwhelm the agents with a never-
ending  stream  of  people  to  be  patted  down.  But  the  TSA,
knowing they would have been defeated had such a movement
gained ground, chose to turn off the scanners and wave people
through on the planned Opt Out Day, and the public, quickly
distracted by the next story in the 24/7 news cycle, moved on.

The next time they have to take a flight, those same people
who once protested these procedures will step dutifully into
line, take off their belt and shoes, and pray that it won’t be
them next. And unless and until people stop doing nothing and
start doing something in the face of these obvious injustices,
absolutely none of this will change. And, if people continue
doing nothing, within a generation no one will even understand
that these scenes are objectionable. That they don’t have to
happen.

But you see, this is the most surprising part of the Milgram
experiment.  The  one  that  everyone  forgets.  The  experiment
wasn’t run once or twice. It was run dozens of times, under
all  types  of  circumstances,  and  a  remarkable  fact  was
discovered: The way the experiment was set up determined the
extent to which the participants obeyed their instructions.
Sometimes the experiment was run so that one subject could
watch other subjects participate in the study before they did.
And in cases where the first subjects obeyed the psychologist
and delivered the shocks, the later subjects would, too.

Yet—and  here  we  get  to  the  real  lesson  of  the  Milgram
experiment—if  the  teacher  saw  other  teachers  disobey  the
psychologist and refuse to deliver the shocks, they would
disobey, too.

PHILIP  ZIMBARDO:  Now  I  said  he  [Milgram]  tested  1,000
subjects. In any one study, it’s only 50 or 60. But let’s
look at the other 16 studies.

https://www.naturalnews.com/030509_TSA_opt_out_day.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/030509_TSA_opt_out_day.html


In each study, he varies one aspect of the social situation.
We call that “experimental variations.” So in study 16, the
percentage of people going to 450 volts is 91%. Nine out of
10 people go all the way. Why? In study 16, you come in and
they say, “We’re running a little late. Why don’t you sit and
wait  until  the  other  person  finishes?”  And  you  see  a
confederate looking like you go all the way to the end. In
study number 5, only 10 percent go all the way. In study 5,
you come in and you see people like you rebel.

That says we are powerful social models for other people. If
you model evil behavior, it’s gonna spread to others. If you
model good behavior, caring behavior, compassionate behavior,
it’s gonna spread in a positive way.

SOURCE: The Lucifer Effect in Action: My Journey from Evil to
Heroism

This is the surprising conclusion that has been scrubbed from
most accounts of the Milgram experiment: Disobedience, once
modeled, becomes an option in the mind of the public.

Remember  this  the  next  time  you  are  at  the  security
checkpoint: When you are asked to step into the body scanner,
those behind you will be watching. Your choice will make a
difference. When someone is being molested at a TSA pat-down
and you are a witnessing it, those around you will be taking
note of your reaction. Your behavior will affect theirs.

So, what choice will you make? Will you pass or fail this
real-world Milgram experiment?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPVJ47-7AYU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPVJ47-7AYU
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THE  MINDS  OF  MEN  is  a  3+  year  investigation  into  the
experimentation,  art,  and  practice  of
social engineering and mind control during the Cold War — a
mind-bending journey into the
past that gives startling insight into the world we are living
in today.

GET $5 OFF when you order the DVD, use code SUBPROJECT119 @
TheMindsofMen.net  (includes  extras:  extended  interview,
deleted scene, behind the scenes featurette and trailer).
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Amairikuhn  Kulcher:  So
Radicalized  that  Radicals
Think Radicals Are …
Source: Giza Death Star

by Joseph P. Farrell
February 27, 2018

 

Warning!  Rant alert!

This one is nuts, I mean completely, totally, bottom-of-the-
barrel nuts. And it’s sadly another measure of just what a
“kulcherul” swamp Amairikuh – under the “leadership” of its
two  progressive  parties  –  has  become.  One  of  my  friend’s
friends  called  the  fetid  putrid  swamp  that  is  Amairikuhn
kulcher a “stinking, sinking garbage barge.” If that’s the
case, then it’s a stinking sinking garbage barge being piloted
by lunatics, nitwits, and kooks.

What’s more interesting to me is that several readers of this
website found this article, and a few drew my attention to it
by posting it on my Facebook wall. (A big thank you to all of
you, although to be on the safe side, I don’t check Facebook
regularly, so email articles to me via the contact button on
the  website.)  I  find  that  interesting  simply  because  the
general culture is something that people are now following
closely.

But back to the lunatics, nitwits, and kooks in charge of
piloting  the  garbage  barge.  One  person  who  emailed  this
article to me expressed disbelief and wondered if the article
was real. I had to stop and ponder that one, for when I read
the article, nothing in it surprised me. That is to say, my

https://truthcomestolight.com/amairikuhn-kulcher-so-radicalized-that-radicals-think-radicals-are/
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“gut reaction” – before I could think about the article – was
that it was, indeed, real. And that alone is a sad statement
on the garbage barge, because it’s now listing severely to
port and by the bow.

Here’s the article(you’ll have to copy and paste):

http://www.miamiherald.com/news/nation-world/national/article2
01604224.html

Yes, that’s right folks, the nuttery of the modern USSA has
reached such a state that the radical sign, or square root
sign, in mathematics has students thinking in terms of guns.
Of course, I suspect that a certain amount of that is to be
expected, in a “kulcher” that Doctors of Edubabble has managed
to dumb down with their theories incubated in the teacher
certification courses in the quackademy and after so many
students are drugged into zombies and go on killing sprees.
(Yes, there I said it: want to regulate guns? Well, then we
need to look long and hard at regulating the daylights out of
doctors of edubabble, increasingly Marxist colleges of teacher
certification  and  the  goofy  kulchers  they  produce  in  our
schools, and most importantly, psychiatrists and doctors and
nurses and big pharma pushing all these drugs on our kids.)

The symbol for the square root of a number, a gun.

Think about that. It sounds goofy, utterly goofy at first, but
I  contend  it  carries  a  deeper  significance,  a  cultural
significance, because for people to get into the state of mind
to be able to think that, then it’s the whole cultural complex
that’s killing people, not just guns. We survived in this
country  for  decades  with  an  armed  population  –  including
teenaged boys armed with hunting rifles in their trucks (I
know, growing up in South Dakota, I saw them all the time) –
and  we  didn’t  go  around  shooting  up  schools  and
schoolchildren. What changed? Drugs… and, I would aver, the
feminization of Amairikuhn kulcher. I call it the “gynocracy”:



boys  will  be  boys,  but  now,  that’s  not  a  normal  natural
condition, but a “behavior issue” to be treated with drugs.
With luck and enough drugs, maybe they can be induced to be
confused about which toilet to use after the gynocracy is done
making men feel guilty for being men.

Yet, all that isn’t what really leapt out and grabbed me in
this article. Oh no!  Quite the contrary!

What grabbed me was this:

A discussion among students at Oberlin High School in Oberlin,
La., about a mathematical symbol led to a police investigation
and a search of one of the student’s homes, according to the
Allen Parish Sheriff’s Office.

On the afternoon of Feb. 20, detectives investigated a report
of terroristic threats at the school, where they learned that
a student had been completing a math problem that required
drawing the square-root sign.

Students in the group began commenting that the symbol, which
represents a number that when multiplied by itself equals
another number, looked like a gun.

After  several  students  made  comments  along  those  lines,
another student said something the sheriff’s office said could
have sounded like a threat out of context.

Police searched the student’s home, where they found no guns
or any evidence that he had any access to guns. Authorities
also wrote there was no evidence the student had any intent to
commit harm. (Emphasis added)

Let that one sink in for a moment. First, can one blame a
bunch of students for sitting around, in the wake of the prior
week’s tragic school shooting, and having guns on their mind?
No,  one  cannot.  Can  one  even  blame  the  local  police  for
(presumably) getting a search warrant to search his home for

https://www.facebook.com/allenparishso/posts/1801435039878169
https://www.facebook.com/allenparishso/posts/1801435039878169


having remarked that radical signs in mathematics look like
guns? Again, in the wake of the prior week’s tragic deaths
(and the now emerging story that the FBI was warned, but was
too busy trying to prove Russian collusion with Trump to look
into it), one certainly can’t blame them either. But ponder
that one too: all it takes now to (presumably) get a search
warrant to search someone’s home is for their child to merely
mention  the  word  “gun”  even  though  there  was  no  stated
intention to cause harm.

This is Amairikuhn kulcher. And it’s time to face the facts:
this is what one hundred years of progressivism has produced:
a generation of hyprocritical, entitled, narcissistic, drugged
up and dumbed down nitwits.  The grand experiment, in other
words, has been a complete and total failure.

The  solution:  as  Catherine  Austin  Fitts  has  remarked  on
occasion, if you’re not in a conspiracy, then you need to
start one, and start figuring out how to take the institutions
back. All of them.

See you on the flip side…

The  Outlook  Ain’t  Pretty  –
But Looking Up Is Great!
The Outlook Ain’t Pretty – But Looking Up Is Great!
by Zen Gardner
May 20, 2013
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If you’re reading the “signs of the times” like any thinking
person, the apparent world outlook isn’t good. While phony
political processes cloud the air with smoke, mirrors and
idiotic  political  air  horns,  UN  and  foreign  troops  are
reportedly training on American soil and massive arms and
munitions  buildups  continue  at  the  behest  of  an  enemy
government.

Our own.

All with no visible signs of anything being warranted, nor of
a population being warned of impending disaster.  Despite this
obvious reality in every sphere of society the world marches
on towards certain chaos.

And something very similar is transpiring in the UK, Australia
and Canada, other strongholds of so-called democracy. Actually
these same “enclaves” of supposedly free democratic peoples
are bases of intelligent opposition to the New World Order
which is exactly what is anathema to the PTBs.  Just as the
intelligencia was the enemy of the great communist takeovers
and thus liquidated.

Take a lesson from history. Fascism’s never been pretty.

Recent Signs are Troubling
This series of scandals hitting the deliberately dysfunctional
Obama  administration  is  particularly  troubling  as  I’ve
outlined in recent posts.  Why are they allowing this spate of
no  doubt  controlled  media  releases  against  the  Obama
administration? Why the apparent deliberate chaotic element at
this time? There’s always a reason, these “outlets” are all in
cahoots with a bigger plan and we know it – and they also know
many of us also know it.

It’s all part of the release program, as if they’re giving us
a chance to catch on. Occult reference here I’ll expound on
later.



It’s a nasty time for sure as things continue to convolute and
they broadcast their various bands of disinformation.

A Media Bent on Mind Control

It bothers me big time how the media play(s) the unwitting
public. While disinformation is their mainstay, I think the
most effective tactic is just plain distraction. Even though
troops move into place, new tactical equipment is stationed
around the country and in our skies, and innocent civilians
are  getting  accustomed  to  shake  downs  and  ID  checks  and
militarized police and actual troops in their streets, the TV
plays weather news, sitcoms, sports and other major stupidity
to keep the masses distracted and intoxicated.

The realization that our world is about to crumble every which
way from Sunday is not on their radar for us to know –
deliberately. Thinking people who catch on are marginalized
more militantly by the day.

We’re in a rapidly shifting psycho-political war. And they’re
making their move.

The Onslaught Against Truth and Humanity
Much of mankind is simply getting worn down. While a conscious
sense of love and truth, right and wrong resides in every
human, it has been successfully squelched to a large degree by
the social engineers in their effort to split humanity into
two distinct classes.

The  elite  rulers  and  the  deliberately  dumbed  down  worker
class.

The middle class will be no more. Replacement elites will be
groomed from amongst their own protected bloodlines and those
showing potential in their engineered University hatcheries,
while the genetically modified transhumans do the maintenance
work on the new, geoengineered planet Terra.



Or so goes their plan. I almost hate to articulate it to
fulfill their intentions.

Our Challenge
In the United States, as with anywhere, anything can happen.
Being  a  personally  armed  nation  due  to  its  founding  and
nature, the globalist forces need to take care of that issue,
either by disarming or outright incarceration and destruction.
It is well within the agenda of global control to empower
other nations to do the dirty work and attack Americans. It is
also clearly within the scope of the dark cabal to create a
private army if need be. Anything can happen in a staged
martial law environment.

To not realize this is to leave yourself naively open to very
intrusive factors, to say the least.

Remember: another major false flag or series of escalated
events will happen. It’s their “go to” tactic that always
works,  scaring  the  hell  out  of  the  majority  to  justify
draconian measures time and again.

The whole idea is to destroy from the inside as much as
possible. This is why the phony internal “terrorist” threat is
now ex-military, survivalists, political dissidents, so-called
“truthers” and those critical of the status quo and the like.

Remember, an outright attack is also not out of the question.
Once America shows itself vulnerable due to serious internal
strife we may just see something like an EMP strike, possibly
convincingly blamed on China. I hate to be the bearer of bad
news, but these are real possibilities.

The point is, the take-down is imminent. There’s no stopping
it at this point. There’s way too much momentum for this not
to at least be attempted. What happens then we’ll just have to
see.

This is not new.



History bears out how many times great powers were caving in
from  their  own  corruption  and  simultaneously  undermined,
resulting  in  massive  pogroms  to  eliminate  any  potential
opposition.

It’s just better to be realistic if you’re making any plans or
preparations.

Apply that across the board.

Look Up!
We hold the promise of a better world. We are the better life
that lies within us and expressing it brings it into reality.
We  are  proof  that  this  insanity  is  just  that,  an  insane
projection on a false screen attempting to lie and mislead an
unsuspecting population of beings.

We are awake. We are aware. We get what’s going on here and
reject the phoney projectors. Love is our “god”, Truth is our
mission, kind caring and sharing is our nature.

Damn the other force. It lies and breeds fear and control. Let
it shrivel up under its own contrived, constrictive force.

Keep alert. And never despair. Love is in the air!

Life is. Always was and always will be. Death of anything
creative is an illusion to create fear.

Laugh in its face and enjoy the ride! We are forever and to
stay!

Love always, Zen

 

Zen Gardner is an impactful and controversial author
and speaker with a piercing philosophical viewpoint.
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His writings have been circulated to millions and his
personal story has caused no small stir amongst the entrenched
alternative pundits. His book You Are the Awakening has met
rave  reviews  and  is  available  on  amazon.com.  You  Are  the
Awakening examines the dynamics of the awakening to a more
conscious awareness of who we are and why we are here –
dynamics which are much different from the programmed approach
of this world we were born into.
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Many people ask about this or something similar so here’s some
thoughts on the subject. I don’t mean to tell anyone what to
do,  as  that’s  completely  contrary  to  consciousness  and
conscious development, but I will share my understandings at
this point and my passion for Truth and you can do what you
like with it.

Question:

“What do you say to people who have woken up but can’t leave
the system because of family and friends?”

This and those like it pose a very broad question since we’re
all different and need to be led of our own convictions.
However, the answer is fundamentally similar in every case.
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Do what consciousness tells you.

There’s really no time for fiddling around once you’ve found
what you know to be the Truth, which is always something
clearly outside the realm of what you’ve been indoctrinated
with. It’s always life altering. And if it isn’t, you didn’t
hear correctly or it fell on deaf ears.

I don’t want to be counted amongst the deaf or unresponsive.
Do you?

Especially  when  you  found  out  that  that’s  exactly  what
perpetrates the big lie you found out about–a compliant, non-
awake populace.

System Dependence is the Name of the Game
That’s the trouble with the “system”, it teaches dependency,
hierarchy,  and  rote  knowledge,  where  your  choices  are
carefully narrowed down to “acceptable” alternatives within
carefully confined parameters.

That’s why people feel like fish out of water when they wake
up. They never learned how to truly think freely, nor did they
have  the  knowledge  tools.  Instead,  most  everything  was
reversed,  scrambled,  confused  and  filed  away  in  seeming
useless obscurity.

The result is not just a marginalization of empowering Truths
into the catch-all dustbins of “conspiracy theory” or wing nut
stuff, but worse yet, the system does not cultivate original
thought or true personal freedom or responsibility.

The  real  Truth  is  not  an  option  in  such  a  controlled
environment. Oh, you get smatterings of truths, but drawing
awake and aware conclusions is not an option to humanity’s
would be Controllers.

The Wake Up Starts with a Bang – But You Have to Keep



It Going
When someone awakens to the true nature of the manipulated
world  we  live  in,  as  well  as  the  vast  resources  at  our
immediate conscious fingertips, it takes some doing to fully
realize  what  that  information  means,  as  well  as  the  vast
implications on your personal life.

It can hit hard and may need some time to be digested.

How it affects each of us individually is really a question of
simply putting what we’ve learned into action and trusting the
Universe for the consequences.

I don’t think there’s time for much else. In fact, there never
has been.

If you know the Truth, what are you waiting for?

While many are hoping for some kind of soft-pedaling of any
kind of action call, it’s not a set formula. You just find
out, and you react. And just that takes some doing, breaking
off the rust of your True Self to animate and start to call
the  shots  that  were  previously  hindered  by  life  long
programming.

Stages of Development
For me the full wake up took on many stages of development,
but the full blown realization of the vast extent of the
manipulated lie and its fleshed out intricacies was a head
splitting explosion that blew me past the pull of convention’s
gravity so fast I’m still grinning from ear to ear as I zip
through the universe..ha!

The point there being, the wake up takes on many forms and
evolves.  What  gives  the  wake  up  traction  is  commitment,
putting feet to your realizations.

You think TV’s bad? Turn it off. Banks are a rip off? Get out
except  for  perhaps  necessary  operating  funds  if  need  be.



Trapped by the ownership of housing, “might needs”, and all
kinds of dumb stuff?

Dump everything you can, if that’s your understanding. Knowing
“stuff owns you” is fundamental to consciousness. We all get
there, but it depends on our enthusiasm…or “spirit in us”.

How many respond to just that?

Do What You Know or Face Confusion
Until people put into action what they already know, there
isn’t gonna be much more to follow for them. Just a lot of
flailing about in frustration because we don’t do what we
already know we should do and are looking for excuses or
compromised solutions to assuage our guilty conscience and
hopefully preserve our personal status quo.

Sad, but true.

That  also  includes  getting  right  with  people,  making
relationships  honest,   and  disengaging  from  situations  of
compromise. It takes courage.

Know You Are Nobody–Yet Everybody
All this is a whole lot easier when you realize you are
nobody. There’s nothing to defend.

Your old senses of self were the very strings the lying matrix
played upon. Get conscious and the sirens of the system don’t
affect you except peripherally.

That’s a biggie.

Conscious awareness is number one realizing and seeing through
the  higher  level  of  awareness  that  is  detached  from  this
life’s experiences, and thus free to discern and identify
without attachment what your life experience is.

Seeing through those eyes will bring tremendous peace and



understanding.

Get Along But Don’t Compromise
Don’t fret the next steps. The universe is so vast and full of
infinite possibilities there’s something for everybody. Our
job is to find it for ourselves and when we find it, act on
it. No, it’s not the “safe” way, or the “accepted” way.

At all. We do have to break free.

In reality the parasitic system has been sucking you dry and
lying to you and everyone you love. You now no longer owe it
any allegiance and can and should disengage any and every way
you can. No guilt trip necessary. You are doing what is right.

Period.

And  that  is  not  contingent  on  relationships,  financial
security, self image concerns, or what have you.

So get any and all attachments possible out of play. Happily.
You are freeing yourself from the spider’s tentacles.

There’s Real Peace in Commitment
When you’ve resolved to go ahead and “make the break” with
convention and stand up for what you know is right, it leads
to a new lifestyle. How do you think these wonderful websites
were formed of like-minded people who found each other and
decided to make an impact with videos, interviews, articles,
participation in events, etc?

How  were  Gandhi,  Martin  Luther  King  or  other  world  truth
bearers  including  the  present  day  alternative  luminaries
birthed from their previous lives?

Something gelled, made total sense, resonated, and they just
committed.  These  truth  enthusiasts  on  the  internet  also
somehow  found  each  other  and  it  clicked.  It’s  all  about
responding to the need and call and openly networking…true



response-ability.

The Truth Glasses
I read this fantastic analogy and it’s never escaped me.

Finding out the whole truth is like putting on these amazing
truth glasses, much like the movie “They Live”.

Here’s how they work:

#1. You gotta want to put them on.

#2. You can’t force someone else to put them on.

#3. Once they’re on, you can’t take them off.

If you’ve found and put on the glasses, that will make total
sense. If you haven’t, keep searching.

Let your heart lead you.

In the words of Lao Tsu:

At the center of your being you have the answer; you know who
you are and you know what you want. – Lao Tsu

Love, Zen
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of this world we were born into.


